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IN LUCE TUA

Comment on Contemporary A Hairs b y the Editor

Mr. Meese and Hunger
Nothing offends Ronald Reagan more than the suggestion that his Administration lacks human sympathy.
He finds it incomprehensible when critics doubt his
good will towards the less privileged or intimate that
his program of economic recovery offers disproportionate rewards to the rich and little more than rhetorical
uplift to the poor. We do not here intend tq discuss the
intricacies of the "fairness issue," but we do have a word
of advice for President Reagan: if he wants to forestall
criticism of his social policies, he will have to do something about Edwin Meese, his senior counselor.
Mr. Meese set off a storm recently with his comments
questioning the presence of hungry children in America
and suggesting that some people go to food kitchens
not out of need but simply in order to procure free food.
In the annals of political insensitivity, those remarks
must rank near the top. One wonders what Mr. Meese,
a veteran political aide, could have had in mind.
Some of the more dogged supporters of the Administration have defended the Meese statements. Enough
money is being expended, they argue, to feed all the
hungry in America, and given the acknowledged existence of welfare cheats, there is reason to doubt that all
of those present at food kitchens are there out of necessity. These arguments are less than persuasive: the
cumulative evidence of hunger in America makes the
case for it more than "anecdotal," and the soup kitchens
of the nation make up more than a series of reverse
Potemkin villages.
The President's Task Force on Hunger is scheduled
to report sometime in January and may provide more
precise information as to the extent and nature of the
hunger problem in the country, but in advance of that
report we have no good reason to assume that the Task
Force is addressing a nonexistent issue. The difficulty
may turn out to reside more in the delivery system than
in inadequacy of provision, but in any case Mr. Meese's
observations appear hard to explain, much less justify.

January, 1984

It could simply be of course, as the President's more
vehement critics charge, that the Meese comments reflect the characteristic social callousness of the Reagan
Administration. Conservatives have always had to fight
the suspicion that they are wanting in simple compassion. What men and women of the Right view as toughminded realism often projects itself to detractors as
meanspirited indifference. In this view, Meese's statements require no explanation: they are nothing more
or less than the voice, unguarded for a moment, of the
social Darwinian philosophy that currently governs the
nation.
That argument finds villainy where the real problem
likely lies in a failure of social imagination. We doubt
strongly that Ed Meese and his associates are cruel or
uncaring men, nor do we believe that they embrace a
philosophy that has no place for compassion or simple
human affection. But what may well be at work in the
Reagan Administration is the kind of social blindness
to which self-made men are peculiarly susceptible.
Mr. Reagan and many of the people around him
rose to their positions of affluence and power from relatively humble origins. They have made it on their own
(more or less) and they find it hard to understand the
fate of those for whom the American Dream has not
worked out so well. And having made it, they lead lives
that allow them to forget, except in the most abstract
terms, that large numbers of people exist perpetually
at the economic margin. They want to believe-they
have reason to believe-in a system that has worked
impressively for them, and they tend to resist evidence
that that system does not extend its benefits universally.
As this Presidential election year begins, Mr. Reagan's
political prospects look good. The economy has recovered vigorously and the "misery index" (the combined rates of unemployment and inflation) has
dropped significantly. The opinion polls give the President a comfortable lead over all of his potential Democratic opponents. He is most vulnerable on the indeterminate grounds of social equity. If he is to win (as-
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President Reagan will have to show he understands t hat those whom fortune leaves behind cannot
simply be left to their own devices o r, even worse, treated as if their miseries did not exist.

suming, as we do, that he will announce his bid for reelection at the end of the month) he will have to persuade the voters that the general economic advance has
not been made at the expense of those least well off.
To succeed in that attempt, he will have to instruct
Ed Meese and his other aides to display more social
sensitivity than they often have in the past. More than
that, he will have to indicate his own understanding
that, especially in a greatly prosperous nation, those
whom fortune leaves behind cannot simply be left to
their own devices or, even worse, treated as if their
miseries did not exist.

C:

1984 and All That
There appears to be no gracious way, in the first
issue of the new year, to avoid talking about 1984George Orwell's and ours. It's hard by now to imagine
anyone taking on that chore with any degree of enthusiasm. Orwell has been done to death, and he risks becoming in memory what he never was in life-a crashing bore. One of the freshest and least predictable political commentators of the century has been reduced to a
cultural cliche. We invoke his name and the title of his
book as substitutes for thought.
The real Orwell is a problematic case. An intensely
political writer, he resists claiming for any particular
cause or ideological position. He always thought of himself as a man of the Left and had nothing but contempt
for blimpish toryism, but some of his most memorable
writings were directed against the inanities and excesses
of sentimental liberals and sectarian radicals. His bestknown books, Animal Farm and 1984, aroused enthusiastic praise among conservatives and hesitant suspicion among many contemporary left-wingers. He was
a man of strong opinions, but those opinions, taken
together, constitute an idiosyncratic political universe.
It is no surprise, then, that groups ranging from the
neoconservatives to the socialists can make partially
plausible but never entirely persuasive attempts to
claim him as one of their own . He is a man for all political seasons and for none. Everyone wants to get right
with Orwell, but no one can be confident that he has
managed fully to do so.
Misunderstood and misappropriated in his own time,
Orwell continues to be read badly today. We remember
4

him at the present moment because of his 1984, but the
most important thing to say about our 1984 is that it's
not his. America is not Oceana, and nothing in our society anywhere approaches the totalitarian nightmare
Orwell invoked. Those who spy a big brother behind
every bureaucrat and a newspeak in every instance of
government evasion trivialize Orwell and magnify our
social ills beyond recognition. Technology has made
possible much of what Orwell feared, but the resources
of liberal democracy have proved more than sufficient
to withstand the technological temptation to tyranny.
We are, for better and for worse, a vigorously free
people.
Even those countries burdened by regimes with totalitarian ambitions have not sunk to Orwellian depths.
Hitler and Stalin have never lacked for imitators, and
those of us in the West who luxuriate in freedom should
never become so morally calloused as to ignore tyranny's victims or to regard the absence of freedom in
their lives as a matter of indifference. Yet if the experience of Solidarity in Poland reminds us that totalitarian brutality is no mere abstraction, it also reveals the
stubborn persistence of ordinary men and women in
resisting ultimate totalitarian aims. In Orwell's nightmare, the victims come to love their oppressors. In
Poland and elsewhere, no one loves big brother, even
if most people learn out of necessity to make concessions to his superior power. The instinct to freedom can
be suppressed by main force, but, contrary to Orwell's
worst fears, it cannot be permanently obliterated. At
least it has not yet been.
If Orwell fails, then, as a prophet for our times, why
do we continue to value him so highly? Because, simply
put, he enduringly recalls us to political decency.
Even here, though , it is easy to learn the wrong lessons from Orwell. It is often argued that he teaches us
above all to avoid ideological commitments. As already
noted, Orwell made himself a difficult figure to place
on the ideological spectrum. But the virtue of ideological indistinctness- if indeed one can call it a virtueis not easily acquired. People who reflect regularly and
seriously on political matters do not do so in a random
fashion. Sustained attention to politics is likely to result-ought to result-in the development of a philosophical framework within which specific issues and
policies find an ordered place.
Political commentators normally come to adopt recognizably conservative, liberal, or radical outlooks not
because they have become slaves to ideology but because they have constructed for themselves a plausible
and consistent political philosophy. As George Will
has noted, political ideas cluster and people cluster
politically. Those who from issue to issue wander aimlessly about the political map may pride themselves on
The Cresset

George Orwell commends himself to us as an exemplary moral teacher precisely because he never
supposed for a moment that one could care for the world usefully without thinking about it clearly.

their freedom from dogma, but that freedom is often
bought at the price of disciplined and coherent thought.
Political analysts must always guard against the temptation of ideological rigidity , but those who don't ever
find themselves tempted have problems of their own.
Political thought governed by ideology becomes a
prison; political thought divorced from ideology lacks
a compass.
The significant point about Orwell is not his idiosyncratic political ideology. It is rather his insistent and
uncompromising political honesty. Ideology corrupts
when it blinds us to things we would otherwise see or,
worse, when it prompts us to lie to ourselves in order to
avoid political dissonance. Orwell's was a brutal, almost
perverse, honesty. He appeared happiest when confounding his natural allies and making common cause
with his customary enemies. Perhaps a quirk of personality lurked there, but whatever their source, his honesty
and the insistence on seeing the world whole that went
with it constitute a profoundly admirable legacy.
That unswerving honesty made possible Orwell's
extraordinary combination of intense moral commitment and reserved intellectual skepticism. People who
give themselves as deeply to politics as Orwell did do
not often maintain the unillusioned wariness he brought
to all causes, his own perhaps most of all. Moral passion
and intellectual clearsightedness are often strangers to
each other. Yet it is possible, Orwell taught us , to give
oneself without succumbing to fanaticism and to maintain one's intellectual distance without lapsing into indifference. George Orwell commends himself to us as
an exemplary moral teacher precisely because he never
supposed for a moment that one could care for the world
usefully without thinking about it clearly. And that's a .
lesson applicable to 1984 and all our other years as well.

...••

The Death Penalty Debate
The recent execution of several convicted murderers
has revived the agonized and intense debate over the
death penalty. Few social issues arouse such impassioned feelings or leave so little room for compromise
solution. Like abortion, the death penalty raises fundamental moral issues in which the stakes are so high that
moderate accommodation cannot easily be imagined.
It seemed for a time as if the issue had been settled by
January, 1984

the Supreme Court. Even as Roe v. Wade attempted to
resolve the abortion issue conclusively, so the Court in
the early Seventies appeared to have removed capital
punishment from the political agenda by striking down
the various state laws providing for its use. But under
the pressure of public opinion, the states have rewritten
their laws to meet the Court's objections, and it now
looks as if the number of executions will mount steadily
in the years to come. Convicted murderers crowd the
death rows of American prisons, and the Supreme Court
seems disinclined to put new judicial barriers in the
way of their execution.
To opponents of the death penalty, this signals a new
wave of publicly-sanctioned murders. They see such
executions as a reversion to a lower stage of civilization,
a step backward in humanity's movement toward a more
humane set of social arrangements. But the critics' ardor
is matched- in statistical terms, overmatched- by the
anger of those outraged by vicious crimes and determined that the death penalty remain in force to combat
them or, at the least, to express society's revulsion toward those who commit them.
It is by no means clear that capital punishment has a
significant effect on the murder rate. Some studies have
supported the deterrence theory, but several others
indicate that the existence of the death penalty has little
impact on potential murderers. Opponents of the penalty argue rightly that its use cannot be justified on the
basis of such ambiguous evidence. As for the argument
that capital punishment protects society by preventing
murderers from repeating their crime, it need simply
be noted that life imprisonment can accomplish the
same end (although in practice life sentences have frequently turned out to run far short of a lifetime).
One argument that critics of capital punishment raise
less often than they used to concerns rehabilitation. It is
plain that the process of rehabilitation is not so easily
controlled as once was thought. We are not certain what
it takes to rehabilitate or how we can know when and if
a person has indeed been rehabilitated. Social engineering turns out to be not so precise a science as it once
seemed.
That matter aside, the argument for rehabilitation
has always been suspect because it tends to shy around
the issue of justice. If we posit rehabilitation as the chief
end of the criminal justice system, serious problems
arise. It is often argued, for example, that the majority
of murderers commit their crimes in a fit of passion and
are unlikely to repeat them. Assume for the moment
that that is so, and assume further that we can know it to
be so in particular cases. We have a man, let us say, who
in an act of rage has murdered his wife. If we could be
assured, beyond any doubt, that he would never murder
again, would we then be justified, as the theory of re5

By applying the ultimat e sanction against those who have violated social decency in the most
elemental form, we express the extraordinary regard we have for the inviolability of innocent life .

habilitation suggests, in releasing him without punishment? Our instinct for justice surely tells us no, and in
so doing it exposes the weakness of focusing any punishment system on the issue of rehabilitation.
Punishment (justice) and rehabilitation are separate
questions, and while we may hope to devise a prison
system that provides the possibility of rehabilitation, we
should not confuse that issue with the question of just
punishment. If we decide that certain crimes by their
nature deserve capital punishment, then the matter of
rehabilitation does not enter the picture.
In a recent case, a judge gave suspended sentences· to
two men who had beaten an oriental man to death in a
dispute over (of all things) the import of Japanese automobiles into the United States. The judge justified his
action by noting that the two murderers were not criminal types and could presumably be trusted not to murder or act in other criminal ways in future. According
to rehabilitation theory the judge was right (what good,
he asked, would prison do these men?), but according
to most people's sense of justice, he had made a grievous
error. Capital punishment may not have been called for
in this case, but one can imagine situations in which we
might think it would be, regardless of the perpetrator's
past record or future prospects.
For most opponents of the death penalty, the question
goes beyond specific disputes over deterrence, protection of society, or rehabilitation. To them the death
penalty is a sort of barbarism, an expressive act by society indicating that it lacks respect for the sanctity of
human life. Capital punishment, critics argue , reduces
us all collectively to the level of the murderer; to avenge
one life by taking another only continues the cycle of
violence that cheapens our regard for human existence.
In this view, the death penalty is a form of collective
public statement, one that says things about ourselves
that a civilized people should not wish to have said.
Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, archbishop of Chicago,
has recently suggested that a common theme of reverence for life might be invoked to undergird combined
opposition to the death penalty, abortion, and nuclear
weaponry. There is an appealing symmetry to that suggestion, but on closer examination it attempts to bring
together issues that require separate and distinct analysis. Abortion , unlike the death penalty, involves the
taking of innocent life, and the question concerning nuclear weaponry is not whether such instruments of death
should be used (no one advocates that), but how their
use might best be avoided. And with respect to the death
penalty, the bishop's suggestion overlooks the ironic
but significant point that supporters of capital punishment, like their opponents, have in mind a statement
concerning respect for life.
Almost all of us have had the experience of reading
6

of a crime so ghastly, so vicious, so cruel that our instinctive reaction was to feel that the person who committed it had somehow removed himself beyond the
pale of our common humanity. It is that instinct that
finds expression in support for the death penalty. It can
be dismissed as a form of moral primitivism, but it can
also be seen as expressing a fundamental sense of justice.
When monstrous and senseless homicides occur, most
of us react by feeling that our own lives and all of our
lives together have thereby been cheapened. The paradox of tlle death penalty is that it can act to restore society's sense of the value of human life. By applying the
ultimate sanction against those who have violated social
decency in the most elemental form , we express the
extraordinary regard we have for the inviolability of
innocent life. Thus the act of retribution that opponents
of capital punishment see as a diminution of our humanity is perceived by the majority of Americans as an
affirmation of our most basic moral standards and of
the social code that holds civilization together. To them
the death penalty works essential justice and repairs
the tear made in the moral social fabric by certain terrible crimes.
This is one of those issues where, in our view, the
moral issue is delicately balanced. It is possible to understand fully the horror that many good people feel
over the death penalty and at the same time to appreciate the high moral seriousness that supporters of the
penalty can summon to its defense. As the above discussion may indicate, we lean in the direction of reluctant
support for capital punishment, but with one massive
disquieting reservation. It may be that the strongest
argument against the death penalty rests not on assumptions of its moral impermissibility but on the practical
reality that it is the one form of punishment in which an
error cannot later be rectified. That possibility must
haunt even the most persuaded death-penalty advocate.
One thing is clear: the moral debate over capital punishment is nowhere near resolution , and the issue is not
likely to be settled within the foreseeable future . We
hope that the Supreme Court will not here repeat the
error it made on the abortion issue in finding dubious
constitutional grounds for resolving an unsettled moral
controversy. The death penalty is surely not, as is sometimes alleged, a "cruel and unusual punishment" within
the meaning of the eighth amendment. It is of course
within the proper jurisdiction of the courts to see to it
that the death penalty not be applied in a discriminatory
manner, but that matter aside, this is an issue that should
be left for the community to resolve through the political process. That resolution will not be easy, but better
to work through the tangle of moral ambiguity for ourselves than to leave the courts to do our hard moral work
for us.

••
••
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Lutheranism and the Holocaust
The Question of Culpability

Ralph L. Moellering

Once again in 1983 memories of the sixteenth-century
Reformation were revived. To the amazement of many
outside observers, presumed atheists (East German government officials) and Christians (Lutheran Church leaders) collaborated in extensive planning to celebrate the
500th anniversary of the birth of Martin Luther. Kirchentagen in Dresden, Magdeburg, and other cities attracted large crowds for mass worship , lectures, concerts, and
exhibits. The church 'in which Luther was baptized in
Eisleben was repaired and the mona stery which he
entered in Erfurt is being restored .
In recent years the Communist Party in the German
Democratic Republic has tolerated (if not promulgated)
a more positive interpretation of the Great Reformer
than previously. 1 Erich Honecker, the head of the government, served as chairman of the rommittee that planned
the events in remembrance of Luther and commented
that the citizens of the GDR "hold his life and work
in high esteem."
In many other parts of the world symposia, lecture
series, and study conferences were held in 1983 to explore the theological implications and contemporary relevance of the writings and actions of Martin Luther.
For the most part, he was quoted and interpreted with
appreciation . One glaring exception had to do with
Luther's attitude toward the Jews. Nothing has been more
detrimental to the reformer's reputation than his antiJewish tirades. Reactions within Lutheranism have
varied from embarrassed silence, to efforts to defend
Luther, to expressions of profound regret and explicit
repudiation.
Meanwhile, a flood of literature on the Holocaust continues to appear. Yelenda Bauer's A History of the Holocaust (1982) summarizes Jewish history and the spread of
anti-Semitism as a background for a full consideration of

the extermination process, the attempts at resistance and
rescue, and the moral and spiritual implications of the
catastrophe. Recent symposia on the subject include the
lectures delivered at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion in Cincinnati in 1980 and published
two years later by Fortress Press under the title offews
and Christians After the Holocaust. Leonard Dinnerstein, a historian at the University of Arizona, has written
a thoroughly researched and documented analysis of the
American response to the problem of displaced persons
after World War II which shows that anti-Jewish sentiments infused much of U.S. discussion and policy making.2 A. Roy Eckart and Alice L. Eckart, authors of
numerous books on Jewish-Christian relations, released
another study in 1982 entitled Long Night's Journey into
Day: Ltfe and Faith After the Holocaust. After exploring
the implications of the Holocaust for the doctrine of
God's providence, the Eckarts go on to identify "Christian Triumphalism" as a major source of anti-Semitism
and to call for Christian repentance.3 For Arthur A.
Cohen, who wrote The Tremendum : A Theological Interpretation of the Holocaust (1981), the Nazi death
camps comprise a "new event" which is so psychologically devastating that it constitutes an abyss and requires
a redefinition of God and His relationship to the world.

Luther and German Anti-Semitism
Discussions of the Holocaust usually include, directly
or indirectly, the question of Luther's responsibility for
German anti-Semitism. In 1978, for example, nearly 120
million people watched all or part of a nine-and-a-half
hour television series on the Holocaust. In connection
with the dramatic presentation, psychoanalyst Arnold
Hutschenecher was interviewed on the NBC Today show
1
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After World War II Thomas Muentzer was extolled as th e admirable
hero of th e " proletari an" Peasants' Revolt of 1525 while Luther was
derogated as th e antagonist of this socio-economic upheaval. Now
th e emphasis seems to be on Luther's earlier " revolt" against the
established ecclesiastical order a nd hi s presumed contributions to th e
evolution of a new order in accord with the Marxi st understanding of
th e dialectic of hi story.

2
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America and th e Suroivors of th e Holocaust (New York : Columbia
U niversity Press, 198 2).
The Eckarts claim that triumphalism stems from a misrepresentation
of Jewish " legalism." Historical truthfulness, they insist, demands a
rejection of the myth of Jewi sh calumny in resisting God 's grace.
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In recent years published materials used in Lutheran Sunday Schools and other educational agencies
have been reviewed for the purpose of deleting offensive and inaccurate statements about Jews.

and provoked a flurry of reaction when he accused
Lu ther of contributing to "shimmering ... anti-Semitic
feeling (which) has existed in Germany for hundreds of
years." While denying a simplistic cause-effect view of
historical relationships linking Luther with the Holocaust, General Secretary Paul Wee of Lutheran World
Ministries called on Lutherans to repent of their "collective sins over against the Jewish community."William
Lazareth, then serving as LCA Church and Society Director, commented that contemporary Lutherans were
ashamed of the un-Christian remarks which Luther made
toward the end of his career and apologized for them. 4

William Shirer and Martin Luther
The hard judgments against Luther pronounced by
William L. Shirer in his best selling book, The Rise and
Fall of The Third Reich (1960), have been one of the
major sources for those who have condemned Luther. 5
Carl S. Meyer, Professor at Concordia Seminary (St.
Louis) wrote a guest editorial in the Lutheran Witn ess
(July 25, 1961) attempting to refute Shirer's accusations.
Meyer conceded that the Nazi propagandists had used
Luther, a revered hero figure in the historical consciousness of many Germans , as a tool for their anti-Semitism,
but he faulted Shirer for not detecting that this was a distortion, and thereby perpetuating "an old piece of slander against Luther's good name."
When Shirer's book appeared in a paperback edition,
John Warwick Montgomery, renowned for his caustic
apologetics, took up his cudgels in the Christian Century
(December 12, 1962) to offer a vigorous and hard-hitting
rebuttal. Reiterating Meyer's critique, he claimed that
"Shirer [had] been deceived by theN azi ideologists themselves." Presumably he was misled by his reliance on
"negativistic secondary and tertiary materials" and "his
lack of familiarity with the modern Luther-research
movement."
In February, 1963, Walter Tillmanns, then chairman
of the Department of Languages at Wartburg College,
wrote a three-page response to the allegations of Shirer
in the Lutheran Witness in which he questioned Shirer's
basic competence as a scholar and cast doubt upon the
4
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Reported by LCUSA. April 21. 1978 .
Shirer wrote: "The great founder of Protestanti sm was both a passionate anti-Semite a nd a ferocious believe r in absolute obedience to
political auth ority. H e wanted Germany rid of the Jews . .. and advised ... ' th at their sy nagogues or schools be set on fire. th at th eir
houses be broken up and destroyed . . . and th at they be put under a
roof or stable. like the gy psies ... in misery a nd captivity as they incessantly la ment and compl ain to God about us' - advice th at was
literally followed four centuries later by Hitler. Goering . and Himmler .... In denouncing [th e Jews and] the peasa nts Luth er employed
a coarseness and brutality of langu age unequ aled in Germ an history
until the Nazi time."
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reliability of his historical judgments. Tillmanns
referred to the book by the Finnish Lutheran Armas K.
Hilmio, Luther and the Jews : The B''rth of Protestant
Jewish Missions, to argue that even when Luther spoke
harshly of the Jews (a verbal assault directed against the
"Christ-hating leaders of the synagogue") he "always admonished his fellow Gentile-Christians to deal kindly
with the individual Jewish people." Till manns also noted
that Luther "gave refuge to a number of Jews." It was
Tillmanns' conclusion that "the decisive factor in Luther's attitude toward the leaders of the Jews was the
religious conflict between renegade Jews and the Christian communities in which they were living."
From the 1940s through the early 1960s there seem to
have been few, if any, efforts made to break down the
barriers of hostility, suspicion, or misunderstanding persisting between Jewish communities and the Lutheran
Church. A major breakthrough came in the late 1960s
when unprecedented Lutheran-Jewish dialogues were
initiated by Concordia Seminary in St. Louis. In 1972
the Lutheran Council in the USA developed Some Obse rvations and Guidelines for Conv ersations between
Lutherans and J ews, with the intention of motivating
congregations to enter into serious discussions with Jewish people. In recent years published materials used in
Lutheran Sunday Schools and other educational agencies
have been reviewed for the purpose of deleting offensive
and inaccurate statements about Jews. Even in areas
where an evangelistic thrust has been inaugurated, special efforts have been made to be cordial and considerate rather than imperious or contumelious.
A Lutheran World Federation Consultation on the
Church and the Jewish People concluded in 1982 that
"we Christians today must purge ourselves of any hatred
of the Jews and any sort of teaching of contempt for
Judaism." It went on to urge member churches of the
LWF "to make a fair and correct presentation of Judaism" in all their teaching and preaching.
Increasingly some Lutherans have given attention to
the annual Day of Remembrance of the Holocaust (April
24) . In addition, an academic course on the Holocaust
has been introduced at Valparaiso University with a Jewish Rabbi and a Lutheran theologian collaborating as the
instructors. On January 24, 1983, the Pacific Lutheran
Theological Seminary arrar.ged for a lecture on "J erusalem, Auschwitz, Egypt-Jewish Identity and Ecumenical
Hope" as "a contribution to Jewish-Christian understanding."
Nevertheless, the controversy about Martin Luther's
relation to the Jews has not ceased. When a collection
of essays (the fruit of meetings in the U.S. between
Lutherans and Jews) was published in 1974, the public
press again featured this perennial issue. Reputedly because of Luther's "anti-Semitism" and "the easy. capitulaThe Cresset

According to Roland Bainton, the distinguished Luther scholar, Luther was anti-Judaic rather
than anti-Semitic. Luther's criticism of the Jews was based on matters of religion, not race.
tion of much of the German Lutheran Church to the
Nazi regime," the predominant view of Jews toward Lutherans has been apprehensive. 6

Anti-Semitism and Anti-Communism
It is deplorable but undeniable that a small fringe
element among Lutherans continues in denunciations
of the Jews. These fanatics help keep alive belief in an
international Jewish conspiracy dedicated to the undermining of Gentile civilization and responsible for all of
the corruption and depravity which contaminate us.7
Frequently these same individuals depict Communism
as the weapon forged by Jews to achieve world conquest. "Anyone who fights Communism but does not
openly fight the Jews is a faker," declared the Rev. Gordon Winrod, Pastor of St. Paul Lutheran Church in
Little Rock, Arkansas. 8 "Communism is merely the
puppet-the strings to that puppet are being pulled
and controlled by an international Jewish conspiracy,"
wrote the Rev. Alan L. Peck, Pastor of St. Paul Lutheran
Church in Sanford, Michigan. 9 "The Jews plotted the
first and second world wars" and are guilty of many vile
crimes, according to a Lutheran layman from Glendora, California. 10 A Lutheran pastor from Washington
(who has repudiated all of the major Lutheran church
bodies in the U.S. as heretical) argues that every authentic Christian must be anti-Semitic. 11 In almost
every instance these individuals, whom most people
would dismiss as "crazies," seek to buttress their strident
polemics with quotations from Luther.
These are fringe people and fringe occurrences, and
their significance is nil. Much more widely known is the
debate between Israel's former prime minister Menachem Begin and the highly esteemed (non-Lutheran)
Luther scholar, Roland Bainton, former professor of
6

cf. David E. Anderson. "Martin Luther's Anti-Semitism ." San Francisco Chronicle, July 6 . 1974.

7

The primary source for this allegation has usually been The Protocols
of the Learned Elders of Zion, purporting to be the secret minutes
from the First Zionist Congress held at Basle in 1897 under the presidency of Theodore Herzl.

8

9

In a letter written November 23 . 1962 and published as a leaflet.
Gordon Winrod . son of Gerald Winrod (publisher of The Defender,
which espoused Biblical fundamentalism and avid anti-Communism
during the 1940s and 1950s). refused church discipline and was defrocked. He continued to edit For Christ and Country: The Winrod
Letter. In the April. 1971 issue he wrote: "Jews are devils .... Jews
are the mystery Babylon harlot . ... Communism is the Jews."
In Vol. 3. No. 6 of his publication emanating from Sanford , Michigan,
n.d . Pastor Peck quoted from Common Sense (Union, New Jersey ):
"The international Jews financed the Communist revolution in Russia
in 1917. set up Communism. and spread it over the world."

10
11

In a letter printed in Christian News, June 26 . 1978.

history at Yale University. In June, 1981, the Associated
Press reported that Begin, addressing a vast concourse
of Survivors of the Holocaust, attributed German antiSemitism to the Lutheran heritage. Begin said: "Luther
called to burn the synagogues, put all the Jews into
stables, let them starve, let them suffer, let them crawl
for the sins he said they committed." In his response to
Begin's charges in Christianity and Crisis (October 5,
1981), Bainton asserted that Begin was "basically mistaken," even though Luther did call for the burning of
the synagogues. "Not race but religion" was the issue,
according to Bainton. Therefore, "Luther was not antiSemitic, but rather anti-Judaic."
A subsequ ent exchange of letters between Begin and
Bainton amplified the debate (Christianity and Crisis,
November 16, 1981). Begin cited the Encyclopedia Judaica in arguing that beyond excoriating the Jews,
Luther "also made practical suggestions ranging from
forced labor to outright banishment .... His attitude
resulted in the expulsion of the Jews from Saxony in
1543 and the hostile ]udenordnung of Landgrave Philip
of Hesse in the same year." In defense of Luther, Bain-

At the End of a Long Feeling
At the end of a long feeling
I lie down,
learn to become a river.
One slice of pink
across the sky;
the moon so beautifully sickle-cut;
peace
between plankton, red-winged blackbirds
and all economies linked between:
mornings fall into place.
I flow toward dusk.
My body
gray smoke, taupe glass,
heart
a sacrament,
and small pains
come to feed
as if they could be healed.
Pat James

Reinhold H . Goetjen. "Luther. the LCMS . and the Jews ." in Christian
News, June 5. 1978.
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Franklin Sherman insists that chastened Lutherans today should frankly and unequivocally
acknowledge that Luther's position on the "Jewish question" was wrong and should be renounced.
ton pointed out that the reformer "was operating on the
principle of cu£us regia e£us reHgio." If the Jews could not
accept the religion of the realm or at least desist from
criticizing it, according to Bainton, it was Luther's judgment that "they should of their own accord leave and go
to Jerusalem" where they "could curse Christ at their
pleasure."

Why Luther Was Wrong
Less willing to exonerate Luther is Franklin Sherman,
professor of Christian ethics at the Lutheran seminary
in Chicago. As part of a study guide for the film Genocide, a documentary about the Holocaust released for
showing in schools and other institutions, Professor
Sherman averred that although Luther would have
been appalled by the "violent neo-paganism" of the
regime which cited his writings on the Jews in support
of vicious anti-Semitic measures, "he cannot be absolved
of all responsibility for what happened .... His words
were so acerbic and his influence was so pervasive that
he should have realized that they could cause horrendous repercussions." Luther, Sherman said, did not envision nor would he have sanctioned anything comparable to the brutality the Nazis directed against the Jews.
Yet his "infamous list of proposals" for their suppression
in the sixteenth century unquestionably contributed to
the subsequent persecutions and pogroms carried on
by "Christian authorities." Therefore, Sherman insists,
chastened Lutherans today should frankly and unequivocally acknowledge that Luther's position on the "Jewish question" was wrong and should be renounced. 12
However, a complete and comprehensive appraisal
of Luther's attitude toward the Jews must also recall that
the Reformer wrote:
I would advise and beg everybody to deal kindly with the Jews and
to instruct them in the Scripture ; in such a case we could expect
them to come over to us . If, however, we use brute force and slander
them , saying that they need the blood of Christians to get rid of
their stench . and other nonsense of that kind , and treat them like
dogs . what good can we expect of them? If we wish to make them
better, we must deal with them not according to the law of Pope. but
according to the law of Christian charity. We must receive them
kindly and allow them to compete with us in earning a livelihood .
so that they may have an opportunity to witness Christian life and
doctrine; and if some ryrain obstinate, what of it? Not every one of
us is a good Christian.

How is it possible to harmonize this amiable writing
about the Jews by the "young Luther" (1523) with the
vitriolic dissertations which the Wittenburg professor
penned toward the end of his career? Was there a drastic
12

Franklin Sherman. "Martin Was Wrong." The Lutheran, October
20 , 1982.

13

Translation in the Jewish Encyclopedia, from WA ., XI. 336 .
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change in his outlook or was he guilty of unresolvable
contradictions? The total explanation is complex, for a
number of factors caused Luther to react as he did. 14
In his pleading in Luther's behalf, Roland Bainton
emphasizes psychological factors. For twenty-five years,
Bainton reminds us, Luther had "been on death row."
(Bainton means that if the political situation had been
different, Luther could have been burned at the stake.)
The stress and strain had been so extreme that "he went
emotionally to pieces." 15 Other commentators have construed Luther's vituperations against the Jews as no
more than the ranting and raving of an irate old man.
While there may be a degree of validity to this contention, the issue cannot be so easily disposed of.
The claim is frequently made that the "early Luther"
was optimistic about the prospect for converting large
numbers of Jews to Christianity as soon as they became
familiar with the "pure Gospel" proclaimed by the reform movement. When this did not occur, it is alleged,
Luther became disappointed and frustrated. No doubt
the fact that the Jews did not respond favorably to his
overtures d£d tend to make Luther more pessimistic
about any possible prospect for better Jewish-Christian
relations, but even so it was not the primary cause for
the alienation that evolved.
Some of Luther's personal encounters with Jews were
unfortunately negative in the impression they left with
him. Reports reached him about Jews who were presumably "taking advantage" of the generosity and forebearance of Christians to propagate their own beliefs
and even to circulate scurrilous attacks on Jesus and the
Virgin Mary. As Gerhard Forde, a professor at Luther
Theological Seminary in St. Paul, has argued, it was
this accusation of blasphemy which most incensed Luther: "Anyone who knows Luther knows that he was one
who genuinely feared tolerating or allowing blasphemy
as a public or official position, because to do so was to
become implicated in it."16 Forde finds the "key statement'' in On the Jews and The£r L£es (1543 ), Luther's most
extensive writing against the Jews, in the very section
where he is suggesting strong measures to be taken to
"protect Christians" :
For whatever we tolerated in the past unknowingly- and I myself
was unaware of it-will be pardoned by God. But if we , now that
we are informed, were to protect and shield such a house for the
Jews , existing right before our very nose in which they lie about.
blaspheme, curse , vilify. and defame Christ and us (as was heard
above). it would be the same ~s if we were doing all this and even
1
worse. as we very well know .
14

For a full treatment of the subject see Ralph Moellering. "Luther's
Attitude Toward the Jews ," Concordia Theological Monthly , December 1948 , January and March , 1949.

1
5. As
16

quoted by Missoun· in Perspective, September 21. 1981.
Luther and the Jews, A Review and Some Preliminary Reflections
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, n.d .).
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Lutherans must reject attempts to use Luther to
give respectability or credence to anti-Semitism.
Whatever our evaluation of Luther's commentaries
on the Jews may be, it should be abundantly clear that
we cannot endorse his harsh indictment and that we
must deplore and denounce attempts made to use
Luther to give credence or "respectability" to the venomous writings that continue to be distributed by antiSemites.
The ghastly historical record of the persecution of the
Jews culminating in the Holocaust, with Christian participation or complicity, is indisputable and ineradicable. Little consolation can be derived from remembering the minority of Christians who have been defenders
of the Jews, or the "Confessing Church" in Germany
which produced its martyrs in resisting the machinations of Hitler and his henchmen . The heroic and sometimes sacrificial acts of individual Christians do not
exonerate the majority of Christians and the leaders of
their institutions from the reproach of remaining silent
or indifferent when Jews have been threatened and
assailed.

Speaking the Good News with Humility
We cannot attempt to penetrate the inscrutable mystery of how and why God permitted the Holocaust to
occur. What we can profess is that God was not defeated
by the atrocities at Belsen and Buchenwald, nor will
His ultimate purposes be undercut by the failures and
complacency of the church. What we can also affirm is
that we should seek solidarity with Jews in combating
the demonic forces of our time which would dethrone
God and usurp His role as Lord of history. In sober and
penitent reflection on Auschwitz we must rethink the
relationship between church and synagogue.l 8
If we are convinced that "God was in Christ reconciling the world to Himself" we cannot fail to be ambassadors for that Good News. But we can share our faith
in a spirit of love and humility. All the while, we can
retain the highest appreciation for the covenant that
God made with Abraham and Moses, recognizing that
God may be using the Jewish people to rebuke the unChrist-likeness of much of Christendom. Perhaps also
we can agree with John Strietelmeier that "for those who
have never effectively heard of the consummation of
their covenant, there is still acceptance by the God who
so often described Himself as a 'God of steadfast love."' 19

••
••
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19

Soon
The time is at last
the right time.
The Autumn leaves are banked against
the Soft Maples by the pasture's edge,
and we have all but put away the hand tools,
the mower, and the soft clothes of summer
are hanging on pegs or folded in boxes
labeled "easy access" in the large closet we
had put in beneath the cellar stairs.
It is at last the right time;
the season of apples and cider and ducks
high in the pearl-grey sky
flying to hidden ponds we only guessed at
and never once saw or heard anyone else
seeing.

Soon the lights down the road
will look yellow
in the kitchen windows,
and the flowers in the Union Grove Cemetery
will wilt in the iron ground.
At dusk the smoke of burning leaves
will be rose-colored
and rise easily into the windless sky,
while somewhere beyond Mill Creek
a coyote will bark twice in the crisping air.
Tonight it will not snow.
But soon it will fall and cover the yellow windows;
it will put out the fires in the fields and yards
and cover the wilted flowers .
Soon what I see will lie quiet under
soft snow,
soon the sky will throw hard lines
around the earth
and I will, in some fantastic manner, die,
or seem to die,
in that cold, quiet way animals
seem to disappear;
and the trees will fall asleep in silver lightit has not happened yet,
but soon . . .

Ibid. cf. Luther's Works (Philadelphia : Muhlenberg Press. 1962).
vol. 47 . The Chn'stian in Society, p. 268 .
For a commendable begi nning see Wolfgang Zucker. "Thirty Years
After the Holocaust: A Midrash for the Church ." Lutheran Forum,
September. 1975.

J. T. Ledbetter
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Frank Capra's Two Voices
Foreclosure vs. Disclosure in
It's a Wonderful Life
Samuel Chell
About ten years ago I confided to Frank Capra, who
was on our campus to receive an honorary degree, that
any pedagogical success I could claim in Literature of
the Western World was due to It's a Wonderful Ltfe. The
hyperbole, a harmless ploy to engage the director in
conversation, was not totally irresponsible. Even now I
regularly screen the film in conjunction with the assignment of The Inferno, confident students will see the significance of Dante's descent into the realm of the dead
as well as the function of Virgil once they have made
the same trip with George Bailey and Clarence. Moreover, the frequent claim that the film most loved by
Capra and James Stewart is also one of the most loved
American films of all time has never been seriously
challenged by my students. As a result, good vibrations
prevail in the classroom and I am once more indebted
to Frank Capra for rescuing me, if only temporarily,
from the role of oppressive pedagogue-the Minos
who sentences reprobates to circles designated A
through F.
But now I have a confession to make. Having once
been moved by Capra's exhilarating hymn to life, I had
until recently found each ensuing viewing to be a disappointment, sometimes even a chore. It was as though
Capra's outspoken, fast-talking film had talked itself
out after the initial viewing, leaving only an overstated,
tiresome preachment about the importance of the common man and the superiority of having friends to having money. The director who, in the "Why We Fight"
series, had invested his persuasive energies into justifying America's involvement in World War II now seemed
equally bent on making an irrefutable case that it still
was a wonderful life for Americans despite the horrors
of the war years and despite the capitalistic wars that
always threatened to swamp the little guys, the havenots of society. But in the service of this idea, hadn't the
director sacrificed the aesthetic experience (the pleasure

Samuel Chell is Professor of English at Carthage College in
Kenosha, Wisconsin. He earned his B.A. at Augustana College
(Illinois), his M.A. at the University of Illinois, and his Ph.D.
at the University of Wisconsin. He is a regular reviewer of
music and drama and has published scholarly articles on
Robert Browning in Christianity and Literature and

Wisconsin Studies in Literature.
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of the text) for a didactic statement (the mere meaning
of the text) ?
It is tempting to pick up on the literal implication of
Richard Griffith's assessment of Wonderful Ltfe as "one
of the loudest films ever made."1 Indeed, Capra's soundtrack is so busy and informative that the images often
seem redundant and forgettable, leaving the spectator
with the sense of watching an illustrated radio play (a
feeling which the presence of Lionel Barrymore as the
film's Scrooge does little to dispel). At this point, the
viewer might welcome a switch to the more pictorially
minded John Ford (a director who expressed a hatred
of dialogue) and to the silent swagger of John Wayne or
the laconic lope of Henry Fonda as relief from the interminable yakking of Jimmy Stewart.

Embracing the Talking Heads Fallacy
Still it is far too easy to embrace the "talking heads"
fallacy, the notion that synchronized sound is somehow
detrimental to the visual aesthetics of film. This imageoriented position, once vehemently argued by critics
such as Eisenstein and Kracauer and still widely subscribed to, simply ignores the coexistent status of the
speaking voice in just about all the films we view. To
say that a film fails because it is too "talky" is, in effect,
admitting a dislike of cinema, a medium distinguished
by the joining of sight and sound.
Another film I frequently manage to work into the
course is John Huston's The Maltese Falcon. The film
fits in especially well with the unit on Homeric epic,
for Sam Spade, like Odysseus, is on a personal quest
which demands of him not only courage, curiosity, and
self-control but considerable duplicity. He must descend into an underworld of criminals, enlisting their
confidence and even enjoying the charms of a formidable, exceedingly dangerous Circe before rising intellectually and morally whole at the end of the film. Unlike It's a Wonderful Ltfe, the film usually gets lukewarm
if not puzzled reactions from my students. The pace of
the patter is so quick and so full of twists and turns that
invariably some aspects of the plot require explanation.
On the other hand, each time I screen the film it is with
the anticipation of discovering new subtleties and
nuances, of re-relishing resonances that seem virtually
J., It's

a Wonderful Life a nd Post-War Realism, " New Movies: Th e
N ational Board of Rev iew Magazine, 22 (Febru ary-March. 194 7). 7.
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Our affective response to film is deepest when, on the one hand, we see what the voices of characters
suggest they can't see and, on the other hand, when we hear what the pictures we see fail to reveal.

inexhaustible.
What, then, is the difference between the two films?
Certainly not the quantity of dialogue. Richard Griffith's
criticism of Wonderful Life as "loud" was probably not so
much in reference to sonic intensity as to didactic overstatement. The film, he asserted , spoon-feeds reality.
James Agee had much the same in mind when he complained of the film's "cooked-up" vitality and expressed
deep mistrust of a work that sermonizes simplistically
on evil as a force extrinsic to the individual. 2
But if the overt presentation of an unsophisticated
moral message is damaging to Wonderful Life, then The
Maltese Falcon must qualify as an unmitigated failure.
In all of film there is hardly a more righteous moralist
than Sam Spade who, in delivering his climactic sermon to Brigid, reveals himself as the true champion of
justice, a defender of highminded, responsible principles against materialistic greed, selfish opportunism,
and even personal feelings.
But there is a crucial difference between the two films,
and that difference is in the way each film brings together voice and image in its disclosure of character.
Wolfgang Iser attributes reader participation in the
text to the "blank," the unsaid which induces and guides
the reader's constitutive activity. Communication in
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literature is a process set in motion by the interaction
between the explicit and implicit, between revelation
and concealment, and the reader is spurred into action
by what is concealed. 3
I would like to suggest that in film this same process
is provoked and regulated most effectively by the interaction between aural and visual sources of information.
Our affective response is deepest and most enduring
when, on the one hand, we see what the voices of characters suggest they can't see and, on the other hand,
when we hear what the pictures we see fail to reveal. In
other words, due to a displacement between image and
voice, the spectator becomes increasingly implicated in
a sub-text at the same time the main text is unfolding.
The film's disclosure of meaning, then, requires the
spectator's participation in the ironic counterpointing
of sight and sound.

Weighing the Evidence of Two Senses
In The Maltese Falcon we cannot for an instant rely
exclusively on our eyes or ears to tell us what we have
seen or heard. Our discovery of what the film has to
disclose requires that we, like the characters who seek
the disclosure of the objet d'art, constantly weigh the
evidence, often contradictory, presented to both senses.
Sometimes we are at a disadvantage compared to the
characters in the film. Huston consistently keeps the
backs of heads in the frame, reminding us that a character is reacting to what is spoken but not showing us
how.
Elsewhere, the advantage is ours. Only we can see
Spade grin as he leaves Guttman's after throwing what
had appeared to be an uncontrolled temper tantrum.
Only at the film's end do sight and sound appear to
converge, but even here certain incongruities keep us
off balance. If Spade is heroically sacrificing his love
of Brigid for the principle of justice, how can he continue to vacillate so abruptly between sentiment and
cynicism, finally turning Brigid over with the comment
that if she gets out in twenty years he'll be there waiting
for her; if she gets hanged, he'll always remember her?
We leave the film still not fully knowing Spade, sensing
that the disclosure of his full identity is as elusive and
unending as our own.
In The Maltese Falcon the sub-text is so rich and insinuating that it can easily distract the spectator from the
complexities of plot comprising the main text. In It's a
Wonderful Life, on the other hand, the "loudness" of the
main text threatens to drown out the quieter strains that
2
'" It's a Wonderful Lzfe," The Nation, 164 (February 15 , 1947), 193-4.
3 The Act of Reading: A Theory· of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins, 1978), pp. 182-212.
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Capra is a director with a driving need to say all that can be said in making a case.ln embodying
that case, Jimmy Stewart seems to cooperate completely with the director's thematic concerns.

could be said to constitute a sub-text. Instead of disclosing itself through displacement of sight and sound,
the film from the very beginning presents a near convergence of sight and sound, thereby foreclosing rather
than disclosing itself to the spectator. Instead of the
film evoking a response from the spectator, the spectator is left to project meaning upon the flatness of the
fully played out surface of the film. Such activity may
prove both insightful and instructive- dependent upon
the range of experience and knowledge brought by the
spectator who reads into the film . But again, this activity is not necessarily aesthetic in nature, since it is more
likely to be occasioned rather than elicited by the object of consideration.
Capra is a director with a driving need to say all that
can be said in making a case. As the protagonist embodying that case, Jimmy Stewart seems to cooperate
completely with the director's thematic concerns. Steven
Handzo says that George Bailey is "less a character than
a container into which James Stewart pours every
nuance of his being." 4 The purpose of these energies,
as Capra emphatically put it, is to tell us that "no man
is a failure," that "each man's life touches so many other
lives," and that it's not money but friends that make a
man "filthy rich."5

James Agee's complaint that the film practically denies
freedom of will is applicable not only to the characters
of the film but to the spectator as well.
But just when the main text becomes wearisome, we
may gain a second wind by discovering the film's subtext, the understated, evocative voice that continues to
speak to us long after the grating roar has subsided.
This voice is heard, first, in the director's treatment of
romance. We hear what the character does not hear
when M~ry, as a pre-teen, leans over the soda fountain
to whisper in George's bad ear "I'll love you til the day
I die." We see what the character fails to see, after Mary
has thrown a rock at the old Granville hou'Se and kept
her wish a secret from George. We see and hear more
than what we are shown when the telephone voice discussing investment opportunities in plastics accom-

Eve's Family Album
Adam and I
weren't expecting Cain.
We thought it was
the apple, calcifying.

Text from a Divine Authority
This is Capra's main text, which is read to us from the
film's beginning by no less than a divine authority, a
heavenly angel named Joseph. The middle pages of
the text present the contest between Potter, representing the wealth of materialistic power, and George, representing the riches of human selflessness. The superior
value of the latter is demonstrated in the lives that
George has not so much touched as controlled. In the
dream sequence we learn that George has not only
rescued a brother from drowning, a druggist from imprisonment, an uncle from the insane asylum, a female
friend from prostitution, another girl friend from spinsterhood, but that he has also saved a thriving housing
project from becoming a cemetary, a wholesome American community from degenerating into a riotous tenderloin, and a whole shipload of sailors from perishing
during the war.
Finally, Capra concludes his main text, appropriately
enough, with a shot of Clarence's copy of Tom Sawyer,
containing the newly promoted angel's handwritten
reminder, "Remember no man is a failure who has
friends" (italics Clarence's). We may well wonder if

But here he isprimal toddler
fists full of pebbles.
With the first child
a parent believes each phase
will last forever.
Next time we knew
what to expect
yet Abel
was unlike any of us
recognizing by their cries
the birds that Cain
only knew dead .
We all conceived, finally
of death, of life
in stones, birdsong
or Abel's blood
crying from the ground
a sloughed appleskin.

Kathryn Christenson
4

"Under Capracorn," Film Comment, 8 (November-December. 1972),
12.

5

The Name Above the Title (New York: Macmillan, 1971 ), p. 383 .
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For the most part, Capra uses loudness contrapuntally, allowing George's isolation to be
disclosed through visible silences that engulf him even in the midst of a noisy environment.
panies perhaps the most erotic moment in all of Capra's
films. Counteracting the intrusive presence of Mary's
mother and Sam Wainwright, the forced proximity of
George to Mary and of us to them positions us to anticipate the impulsive violence of George's kiss, which
catches not only the two witnesses by surprise but
George's conscious will as well.
Capra's heroic common types are really knight
errants who continually gain inspiration and stature
from the ladies who are integral to their quests. Accordingly, few directors photograph the female face more
lovingly, with such careful consideration of its human ,
expressive qualities and placement within the cinematic
text. The numerous shots of Mary silently looking at
George not only establish her as a fixed presence in
George's life but disclose her character to us in ways
that dialogue cannot. Even so, there are moments within
the dialogue when we hear words within words, when
our discovering the meaning requires that we probe
beneath the literal surfaces of the verbal language.

The Heart's Secret Language
George's offer to lasso the moon so that Mary could
swallow it and radiate moonbeams from the ends of her
hair or his proposal that Vi and he climb Mount Bedford and swim in a moonlit green pool-these are moments that disclose the heart's secret language, moments
not unlike those experienced by that prototypal American dreamer, Jay Gatsby , who in visiting the home
town of his beloved "saw that the blocks of the sidewalks
really formed a ladder and mounted to a secret place
above the trees [where] he could ... suck on the pap of
life, gulp down the incomparable milk of wonder."6 It
does not matter that Capra is embarrassed by his own
incurable romanticism-undercutting it with slapstick
business and frequent intercuts of gaping bystanders.
The quiet intensity of this subdued voice of the director
endures after the surrounding loudness has dissipated.
This understated voice is also heard in George's inner
struggle between his personal ambitions and his sense
of responsibility, the conflict on which the entire narrative builds. Throughout the film, from the opening
scene in which George shows Mary his explorer maps
to the much later scene in which he kicks over his scale
model of a bridge, the director's disclosures allow the
viewer not only to see a frustrated dreamer but to feel
the underlying tension which produces frustration .
In one scene, for example, George stands alone outside his home, while in the background we see a family
reunion taking place inside the house and hear a phono6

F. Scott Fitzgerald . The Great Gats by (New York : Scribner's, 1925 ).
p. 112.
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graph playing the popular song "Avalon," referring to
the mythological island paradise. George has just
learned that he· has no chance of escaping the Building
and Loan, since his brother has accepted a job outside
Bedford Falls. He glances at some travel folders he has
been carrying around, looks up hopefully when he
hears a train whistle, and immediately looks down at
the ground because he realizes he will never be able to
leave home now. The cruel irony of the music, the camera's casual reference to the brochures, and the distant
sound of the train whistle may on first viewing pass unnoticed amid all the other details of Capra's rococo
canvas. But in fact they are vital clues that induce the
spectator to experience the full force of George's inner
struggle.
In addition to the treatment of romance and internal
conflict, the director's quiet voice can be heard in a third
area of the sub-text. James Agee was wrong in criticizing
the film for its "refusal to face the fact that evil is intrinsic in each individual. " 7 If Potter is, in the final analysis,
a somewhat ineffectual, unconvincing villain, it is because he merely symbolizes the ultimate evil that is
potential within each individual. That evil is the sense
of total, absolute alienation and despair that threaten
to render a person's life null and void.
George Bailey's experiencing of himself as a nonperson during the fantasy sequence is driven home
through protracted, overly explicit close-ups of Jimmy
Stewart's horror-stricken face. Here the director's loud
technique is in parallel with the important information,
producing a sense of redundancy and melodrama. For
the most part, however, Capra uses loudness contrapuntally, allowing George's isolation to be disclosed
through visible silences that engulf him even in the
midst of a noisy environment. At the busy train station
where George learns of his brother's job away from Bedford Falls, at home with his family on Christmas eve
after he has failed to locate the missing money and is
reconciled to financial ruin , at Martini's tavern later
that same night when his sense of worthlessness is confirmed by the irate husband of his daughter's schoolteacher-during scenes such as these our sense of
George's isolation is especially acute because of the
irony of the context. The loudness acts as a foil, directing attention to the terrible silence felt by the character
and, in all likelihood, the spectator.
It is this silence that is remembered long after the
film is over. Clarence's memorandum notwithstanding,
not every worthy man, unfortunately, can claim success
by counting the numbers of his friends and benefactors.
When the loud demonstration of friendship and good
samaritanism has ended, there are two quiet images that
7

Agee, p. 193.
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The film is more than a tribute to all the unfortunate little guys or an affirmation of
human brotherhood; it reveals a private hell to which even the most saintly are prey.

persist. One is that of a young idealist reaching for the
moon; the other is that of a lonely man reaching toward
the beckoning waters of a suicidal stream. But more disturbing than the separate images is the realization of
what joins them-a mere eight thousand dollars.

Descending So Far So Fast
The question of how George could descend so far so
fast for so little is the film's most significant challenge
to the viewer. Most readings, taking their cue from the
main text, assume that George's sense of inadequacy
and disappointment with his life finally defeat his
attempts to achieve a fulfilling alternative. His life has
been a series of frustrations preventing him from traveling, going to college, fighting in the war, building great
structures, and making a name for himself. Compared
with his friend Sam Wainwright, who has made great
sums of money, and his brother Harry, who has been
decorated as a military hero, George would appear to
be crushed by a severe lack of self-esteem.
At another, less conspicuous level of the text, however, George's sacrifices on behalf of the people of Bedford Falls have not been without return to himself. The
town is in his debt and, through the loans that built
Bailey Park, partly in his name. Moreover, the value of
charitable actions is not lost on George who, as a boy,
idolized his benevolent father and, as a young man,
defended his father to Potter: "He may not have had a
lot of money, but he helped a lot of people, and in my
opinion he died a much richer man than you'll ever be,
Potter!" After a lifetime of emulating his father, George
himself now qualifies as the wealthiest man among the
company of the blessed.
It's remarkable, then, that Capra should interpret his
film's message by placing George in the company of
not only junkies and winos but paupers and orphans. 8
The director's announced thesis-that no man need
view himself as a failure-is simply irrelevant within
the context of the film. Certainly the George Bailey
imaged on the morning of December 24, 1945 is far
from considering himself a failure . He walks the street
as ~ beloved community savior, radiating confidence
and spreading good cheer; the headlines proclaiming
his brother's medal of honor he proudly displays as one
more credit to the Bailey name.
George's sacrifices have not prevented him from
counting his gains, which now appear to be his to savor
just as he does the pipe betokening his success. He is
like Sophocles' Oedipus both in his sense of rectitude
and in a pride that can no longer brook self-imperfection. His Christmas eve journey into a realm of non8

existence represents his tragic fall, from which he
emerges with a healthier vision and a more human self.
This may not be exactly the same picture of George
that Capra had in mind when he offered his film as a
consolation to the failures of the world. But the film is
more than a tribute to all the unfortunate little guys or
an affirmation of human brotherhood; it reveals a
private hell to which even the most saintly are prey but
from which it is within the individual's power to escape.
Like the tragedian who quietly celebrates human existence in the face of the old order's tumultuous collapse,
Capra's film resists its own cacophonous closure through
the disclosure of significant meaning. The life to which
George Bailey returns is made more wonderful not by
noisy, gregarious displays but by what he retains : a
horrifying vision that links him to the timeless company of Dante's pilgrim, Coleridge's mariner, and Conrad's Marlowe.
Cl

Waiting
The days are longer now.
Hours dangle like sloths
in mid-afternoon heat,
weighing heavy.
Before, everything kept its pace,
and light fell evenly across our day.
The clocks looked on with round, bland faces
at the solemn turnings of our world.
Now you are gone,
and shadows cluster
on the undersides of things,
sucking out their light
in a thickness of slugs and leeches.
The minute hand sticks now
at each stop.
The pauses between ticks
blacken in the silence.
Time gnaws on my waning hope
like a hungry dog
on a dry white bone.

Ruth El Saffar

Th e Name Above the Title, p. 383.
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Review Essay
Jill Baumgaertner

Chronicle of a
Death Foretold
By Gabriel Garcia Marquez. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf. 120 pp. $10.95.

The Skating Party
By Marina Warner. New York: Atheneum.
180 pp. $10.95.

Heartburn
By Nora Ephron. New York; Alfred A.
Knopf. 178 pp. $11 .95.

What does a poetry editor do during the summer? This one spent a
lot of time musing on Herbert's
lines:
Gad not abroad at ev'ry quest and call
Of an untrained hope or passion.
To court each place or fortune that doth
fall.
Is wantonnesse in contemplation.

I spent the summer in England and
Ireland, teaching and touring with
a group of students based at Oxford,
"gadding abroad," travelling from
Milton's cottage to Yeats' tower to
Tintern Abbey. I spent some time

Jill Baumgaertner, a former member
of the English Department at Valparaiso
University, teaches at Wheaton College.
In addition to serving The Cresset as
Poetry Editor, she also writes regularly
on current fiction.
January, 1984

The beauty of literature is that it allows us space
and gives us permission to try on a few new roles.
studying at the Bodleian, much
time preparing classes in my rooms
at Oxford, flying from Shaw's Corner to Stokes Poges to Sidney's Penshurst, attending productions of
Peer Gynt, King Lear, Pinter, and
Yeats. It was a whirl, a gyre, a gurge.
It was a delightful and unsettling
time of "wantonnesse in contemplation."
In England I felt impossibly
American. Back in Illinois I find
myself drinking English tea, reading English authors, writing about
John Donne. Aren't most of us like
this? Our intellectual identities are
so mixed. When we read, we want
to write. When we write, we are
forced back into reading. When we
write a journal, we record our reactions to the latest books we have
read . When we write a book review,
we end up writing autobiography.
We seem always to be involved in
some triangle or another, pulled in
what appear to be inappropriate
directions. The beauty of literature
is that it allows us space and gives
us permission to try on a few new
roles, becoming something other
than ourselves while we never depart from ourselves. And if we have
really read as we ought to have, the
literature becomes ourselves.
As I write this essay, as I respond
to these three new books I have
recently read, I am pulling them
into myself. What lies at the surface
of that hodgepodge self? All of what
I have most recently read, piled on
top of the literature I consider most
my own. So my responses to Marquez, Warner, and Ephron are influenced by my continuing interest
in Kyd, Updike, and O'Connor. But
I also possess another reading self.
It is the browsing self, the self that
seeks, the self that enjoys discovery
and sometimes rediscovery. I have
recently discovered Barbara Pym, a
British author who writes primarily
about "excellent women" (also the
title of one of her novels), women
whose non-married status gives

them self-assurance, independence,
and a humanizing if occasional loneliness. Then after my trip to England, Helene Hanff hit me in just
the right way. 84, Charing Cross Road
is an exchange of letters between a
Jewish woman from New York
(Hanff herself) and a second-hand
bookseller in London. The letters,
spanning twenty years, are both
spirited and poignant in the story
they tell of a long-distance friendship. The sequel, The Duchess of
Bloomsbury Street, is a journal of the
author's first trip to London several
years later. The two books make a
lovely gift for anyone who has recently returned from England.
I also recently read for the first
time Virginia Woolf's Orlando, the
story of an Elizabethan page who
lives 400 years and wakes up one
morning to discover he has turned
into a woman. Suddenly, I find references to Orlando in everything I
read-even the dust jacket of Marina
Warner's book. Surely these references were there before I read Orlando, but sometimes the mind takes
in only what it already knows .

In England I felt
impossibly American. Back
in Illinois I find myself
drinking English tea,
reading English authors,
writing of John Donne.
Another author, Maria Luisa
Bombal-evidently a major Latin
American writer, also appeared before me out of nowhere. New Islands,
written in the 1940s and recently
translated by Richard and Lucia
Cunningham, is a collection of her
stories, an imaginative tour de force.
I stumble upon her name now in
every essay I read about Latin American writers. But until my mind
named her, she did not exist for me.
Two of the three works reviewed
here have endured my wanton contemplation and established fixed
roots somewhere near the center of
17

Marquez's novel continually asks: what is fiction? what is life? what makes legend?
The death of Santiago Nasar becomes a wound for the village, but also an obsession.
myself.
A few books have in my life possessed the power to take me under
with them, to roll me in their huge
waves in the center of a vortex I have
found exhilaratingly inescapable.
Coming to the end of these novels
has always been, no matter how
many times I have read them, such
a relief and such a disappointment.
I have had to readjust my vision as
I reentered the world. I have always
felt slightly shipwrecked.
Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One
Hundred Years of Solitude was such a
novel. When I finished it, I felt I
had read one of the major authors of
this century. Then I read the rest of
his work and discovered that it in
no way could compare to the imaginative force, the breadth, the depth,
the height of spirit, the symbolic
and suggestive, the archetypal experience of One Hundred Years.
Marquez's latest translated work,
A Chronicle of a Death Foretold, finally
measures up to the old Marquez
standard. Whereas Marina Warner's
Skating Party raises the love triangle
to embody myth, Marquez's novel
forces legend to unravel itself until
we are left with pure physical gore.
The novel begins abruptly: "On
the day they were going to kill him,
Santiago Nasar got up at five-thirty
in the morning to wait for the boat
the bishop was coming on." This is
the morning after the nuptial festivities for Bayardo San Roman and
Angela Vicario. Bayardo has just
returned Angela to her motherand Angela in tears and shock has
just named Santiago Nasar as the
"Perpetrator," the man responsible
for her loss of virginity and the resulting insult to Bayardo. Angela's
brothers set out to kill Santiago.
The novel tells and retells the
story, circling, witnessing, reporting
both hearsay and observable fact.
But even fact is disputed. The novel
is titled a chronicle, but a true chronicle relies on chronology and in this
story there is no real chronology.
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What is death, Marquez is asking.
When does it happen? Is its inevitability as good as its occurrence? The
character's death is foretold. Everyone in town knows it will happen
and they even weep for his death
before he is attacked. In a strange
way, the foretelling paralyzes the
community. "There's no way out of
tQ.is," one murderer says to the other.
"It's as if it had already happened."
The autopsy is called a "massacre." Is this death-a ripping apart
of a body to discover what was
ripped when it was ripped apart in
the first place?

Marina Warner, known
best for her excellent
nonfiction, has with her
second novel proved
herself a fiction writer
of startling dimension.
The novel continually asks: what
is fiction? what is life? what makes
legend? The death of Santiago Nasar
becomes a wound for the village, but
also an obsession. The story is told
again and again, the facts rehearsed
for years, until the entire event is a
cloud. A legend has been born- one
which reads like a bloody tale from
Lives of the Saints.
The narrator finally creates the
story of Santiago's last minutes and
it is in this telling that one begins to
see the truth. Here the narrator
speaks without corroboration, without intrusion, without judge's reports or autopsy reports, without
personal statement from the townspeople. Finally, one feels, truth is
being told and the medium is the
human imagination working alone.
Fiction- story- becomes the only
reliable way of entering the experience, of apprehending truth.
Santiago Nasar is stabbed and
stumbles forward, his intestines in
his hands. But then the voices intrude again: "'He even took care to
brush off the dirt that was stuck to
his guts,' my Aunt Wene told me."

Marquez suggests that death is
indefinable, that it is apprehensible
only with our faulty senses. When
the mythic love triangle includes
death, the result is, unavoidably,
legend. And legend glorifies, romanticizes. It is impossible to say
just what death means.
Marina Warner, known primarily
for her excellent nonfiction (Alone
of All Her Sex: The Myth and the Cult
of the Virgin Mary and Joan of Arc:
The Image of Female Heroism), has
with her second novel proved herself a fiction writer of startling dimension. The Skating Party tells on
one level the story of a college professor's liaison with a bright student
and his subsequent anger and humiliation when he discovers her in
bed with his son Timmo. But to read
the story only from Michael's point
of view would be to miss the irony.
In fact, the author skillfully weaves
in and out of the minds of the wife,
Viola, an art historian; the son,
Timmo, who keeps notebooks on the
"Limits" of things; the elderly professor Wilton, who stands for an
order now lost, a moral sensibility
at odds with the rest of the world;
Katy, the young and vulnerable student of classics, who prophetically
sees all the problems and all the
answers in the ancients; and Michael
himself, who finally comes off as no
more than an egotistical bore.
What forces this story beyond predictable melodrama is Ms. Warner's
understanding of myth and archetype and her provocative suggestion,
worked out in the action of The
Skating Party, that truth is always
present in poetry, in painting, and
even in the mundane gestures and
words of everyday people. Although
Katy is irritated by Michael's habit
of calling her "little one," she does
not see, until later in the book, that
in this phrase lies Michael's entire
character. He needs someone smaller, younger, more naive, someone
who will not see his moral shallowThe Cresset

-----------------------------------------In Heartburn, Nora Ephron seems to be writing a cookbook in which the chapters
about friends and relatives and trips and experiences are worked in peripherally.
ness. Earlier in his career he had
not interceded in a Palau ritual , although he knew the outcome would
be the death of a young woman.
Viola had been outraged.
" You can't just leave her there. You
can't just stand by and watch . Yc,u're al·
ways saying that yourself, when we're in
England . That we 've got to get committed
and do things ."
" It's different here. They have their way
of doing things . We're not missionaries,
you know . Besides, you know what I think
about missionaries. Worthless , meddlesome dangers to th emselves a nd everyone
else."
"But th at's hardly consistent with all
your ... "Viola faltered .
Michael said , turning back to hi s work :
" In England, we're part of the social fabri c;
we are the society. Here we're intrudersour duties are different."
" No , no," Viola implored inwardly . She
said aloud , "There must be an absolute
moral law, there must. Or we're brutes ."
Michael said: "It's horrible. of course.
But don't be naive."

In the end his son sees through
him, his wife sees through him, and
Katy sees through him. In an act of
vengeance the mother practically
gives the son permission to seduce
Katy, but it is Katy who finally seduces Timmo, fully aware that she
will at last be able to gain freedom
from Michael's power over her.
Michael, of course, is completely
unaware that he has been duped by
his wife, his son, and his loverand, in fact, they seem only subliminally aware, i£ at all, that they
have acted in concert.
What they have been doing is acting out an ancient story found in
Book ix of The Iliad, a work Katy
would know well. Viola has also
been exposed to the story-a story
she cannot quite place. As a leading
art historian, she has been allowed
into the Vatic~n to observe the uncovering of "The Frescoes in the
Bathroom of Cardinal Birbarotti,"
considered a major artistic discovery. The scholars who have had
first crack at the room have been
puzzled at the story that is painted
into the walls. Ms. Warner places a
detailed description of the frescoes
January, 1984

halfway through The Skating Party
and as the novel unfolds, the reader
begins to see the unmistakable similarities between the story in the
bathroom of Cardinal Birbarotti
and the story that will culminate in
the bathroom of the Lovages. As she
attempts to calm Michael with hot
chocolate, Viola hears Professor
Wilton mention Homer and it all
rushes back to her.
But Wilton 's voice rang in her head a nd ,
all at once, a big wind began to blow and
whirl around her, a nd the frescoes from the
Birbarotti bathroom rushed before her
eyes, and she saw the woman who implored
the youth and the youth raising her up ;
she saw the son and hi s mother , the son
leant on by the display of maternal distress ; she heard , in the sounds of the filling
hot water tank above, the sluici ng water
that fell shining down the back and shoulders of the young girl who had lain, arm s
outstretched in the curtained bed ; and in
the howl and thuds she heard when she
was sitting at the kitchen table, she now
divined the loathsome clawed thing vomited by the older man in the fresco. Moth er.
son. father. Concub ine.

She still cannot explain the last
panel of the fresco, in which the
cursed son is cast out of the city and
takes refuge with the Amazons. But
within a few minutes her son and
Katy are leaving with Andrew and
Jimmy, two of Viola's homosexual
friends.
And the Amazons-well, they are
the women, ever powerful , ever
nourishing, ever aware, ever insightful ... and, perhaps, Ms. Warner hints , ever orderly, ever absolute, ever moral.
Nora Ephron, another author
known for her non-fiction, has ventured occasionally into fiction in
her first novel, Heartburn. (Occasionally, because so much of her
story is undisguised autobiography.)
This novel also "triangulates." Here
again is the wronged wife, the erring husband, the invading female
mistress. But Nora Ephron does not
treat this theme with the sensitivity,
subtlety, and depth of Marina War-

ner. Heartburn is clever, entertaining, sometimes hilarious. The dust
jacket even claims that Ephron has
turned "the story of a collapsing
marriage into highest-level comedy."
Sure enough. The story is a tragedy
with a semi-happy ending. Order
is restored in the last act- a requirement of all "high" comedy. The
birth of Rachel Samstat's second
child will take place in the presence
of at least a surrogate father. Partnerships are established, even
though they are switched around
and even though Rachel has loved
her husband almost to the end. (At
the end she throws a key lime pie
into his face.)
It is all so bleak, so unsatisfying.
Even the humor.
Except, that is, for the recipes.
Rachel writes cookbooks (Nora
Ephron's second book was Crazy
Salad, about women, not food), so it
is only natural that as she narrates
her story, she includes recipes. "The
cookbooks I write do well," she says.
They're very personal and chatty-they're
cookbooks in an almost incidental way. I
write chapters about friends or relatives or
trips or experiences , and work in th e recipes periph erally.

Conversely, Ms. Ephron seems to
be writing a cookbook in which the
chapters about friends and relatives
and trips and experiences are worked
in peripherally. Ephron uses her
recipes only now and then , but they
seem to be the only life in this book.
The one touching scene occurs the
night before Rachel leaves her husband for good, when she finally
breaks down and gives him her recipe for vinaigrette.
It is, by the way, an excellent
recipe. I shall keep Heartburn on my
shelf for a long time. With the rest
of my cookbooks. As Herbert, with
whom I began this essay, wrote :
Me thinks delight should have
More skill in musick, and keep better time.
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Incredulities
Charles Vandersee
Dear Editor:
I went to a football game last season. I was given a ticket. We won;
we beat an organization called the
Duke Blue Devils. It was the first
game under our new lights, an exciting game, and I had a good time.
It was the third football game I've
seen in twenty years in Dogwood.
Three times I have been given tickets. I looked at the ticket this last
time and saw that if I had paid for it,
it would have cost me $11. I had
thought that the going rate for college football was maybe $3.50, the
price of a local movie, but no. People were paying $11 to see a football
game. This was a new idea.
It appeared to me, as I sat in the
bleachers watching the team run
through pre-game exercises, ignoring the loud soft drink people trying to part me from my money, that
a lot of people come to every game.
They greeted each other with that
touch of excess delight that one associates with family reunions. This
means that all these people, several

Charles Vandersee teaches A men'can
literature, poetry, and writing at the
University of Virginia, and directs the
undergraduate Echols Scholars Program.
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times in the year, put on suitable
clothes, leave the house, drive to the
stadium, pay (probably) to park,
and then sit down willing to spend
two hours of their lives.
That too was a new idea. Life,
when one survives into middle age,
is full of new ideas; it is only the
young, I think, who die of boredom.
I began to try to imagine what goes
on in the mind of a human being
willing to interrupt his or her life
every time the team schedules a conflict at home. First, watch the Saturday clock to get the bath and clothes
and children managed, then get into
the car for the drive, then park, then
get a plastic container of Coke, then
find the familiar seat, greet the ·familiar neighbors, then sit in absorption of disgust or giee (our Dogwood
tradition is the former) for two
hours, as men collide with each
other.
I could not do it. I could not
imagine. I came close to it by speculating that any escape from the children might call forth such effort,
but even so it was too much. I could
not imagine why any human being
would make deliberate effort to go
to a football game oftener than, say,
once in five years. In Dogwood you
could have a decent dinner in a nice
restaurant, with wine, for the cost
of game, parking, and Coke, and
you could talk leisurely for two
hours and have a good time. Or you
could stay home, after a week of
meeting the faces that you meet,
and read.

Life, when one survives
into middle age, is full
of new ideas; it is only
the young who get bored.
But football? I had to conclude
that whatever similarity I may share
with these people in the stands (some
of them my professional colleagues
in such congenial studies as history
and English), there is still such a
fundamental difference between us
in the way we choose to use "leisure
time" that we are, in a sense, silent
and unknown to each other. We walk
the same sidewalks, but so do dogs,

cats, squirrels, and slugs. We teach
in the same bland classrooms, but
who can apprehend the strange interior landscape of someone else's
off-duty mind?
Then along came Mr. James J.
Kilpatrick to Dogwood. I did not
see him; he was in the University
Hospital for a heart bypass operation (he lives just up the road in the
village of Scrabble). But when he
got out of the hospital he wrote a
column about wages. There he explained that a salary of $1 million
for a basketball player or a TV anchorman is pretty much an all-right
thing. Let me quote him at length:
So long as we preserve a basically free society , in which values are fixed in a free
marketplace, it is pointless to contend that
nurses "should" earn more than garbage
collectors, that surgeons "ought" to have
greater incomes than basketball stars.
Priorities and values depend upon factors
that are wholly unrelated to ethics or morals
or aesthetics. What is the demand? What is
the supply? How many tickets will be sold,
at what price, producing what margin of
profit, if Valenzuela pitches or Sampson
goes for rebounds? What ratings will a
Hartman, a Brokaw, a Rather produce?
How do these ratings translate into a persecond charge for network commercials?

I simply cannot imagine the austere interior landscape of Mr. Kilpatrick's on-duty mind. "If the marketplace of basketball says Sampson
is worth a million a year," explains
Kilpatrick, "that's his value. I
wouldn't have it any other way."
This bleak, minimalist assessment
passeth understanding, mine anyway. Mr. Kilpatrick in his essay sees
the only alternative to "the marketplace" as being a "controlled economy." I can't imagine such a rigid
dichotomy as this forced choice (why
not a partly controlled economy?),
but then Luther couldn't imagine
papal splendor before he visited
Rome, and the Pope couldn't imagine a German theologian expressing
himself clearly.
I can barely imagine that I have
read yet another pietistic credo on
the sanctity of the marketplace, by
Mr. Kilpatrick or anyone else. Just
as I can barely imagine that this election year the front pages and newsThe Cresset

casts will actually report the most
vacuous of political rhetoric and
pseudo-events with solemn attentiveness and breathless punctuality.
On the other hand, I am forced
to admit that one man's pseudoevent is another man's delicious
nuance. For this reason, in Dogwood, one cannot choose one's lunch
companions too carefully. We are,
besides an academic town, a town of
lawyers, courts, politicians, wouldbe politicians, and persons who
watch politics as if holding lifetime
tickets to the greatest game of all.
Lunch is their occasion for painstakingly unraveling the story behind the non-story, for recreating
the infinitely complex moves that
led up to today's pseudo-event.
When two or three such discussants have formed a group heading
for lunch, it is well to invent some
sudden duty that prevents joining
them. There is no chance of diverting the conversation to any topic
other than politics-of seizing one
of their nuances and pushing it toward, say, the weather or the newmodel cars. There is no weather except political weather and no cars
worth noticing except those in victory parades. I am still unable to
imagine quite how they do it-how,
day after day, even in off years, it is
possible simultaneously to eat a meal
and to pick lint off the emperor's,
and would-be emperors', new
clothes. The supply of lint is unimaginably abundant, and the dexterity is very like that of angels,
those crowded upon the flat parts
of pins.
In the realm of theology, adverting to my passing remark about
Luther, I literally can't imagine a
document reported in a UPI story
in the Dogwood paper last fall. It
said, under a two-column head, that
several Lutheran and Roman Catholic scholars had issued a 20,000word statement on "how sinners are
saved." I suppose it is true, unless
the Dogwood Daily Progress added
an extra zero or two, but I can't imagine it. Any more than I can imagine the scores of doctoral dissertations that have by now been accum-
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ulated on Faulkner, Joyce, Melville,
and James. But there they are in the
bibliographies and on microfilmexplicators, theoreticians, patternfinders, image-counters, biographers, comparatists, psychoanalysts,
historians, worshippers, entrepreneurs.
The longer I live, the less bored I
become. I grow convinced that what
fundamentally distinguishes each of
us human beings is our respective
incredulities. My capacity for believing grows smaller, as I encounter
more and more things to believe.
There is great stimulation in this. It
is like standing on the edge of a
crevasse, deciding whether to take
pole in hand and vault over or to
walk along on my own side till the
crevasse narrows. To vault over is
to walk by the side of someone heading for the football game or into a
theological design studio; to stay on
my own side is to deny, essentially,
that the other person is actually
heading in the direction claimed.
This verges on madness, of course.
Of course, other people are heading
where they say they are: to ball

games, scholastic disputations, law
school, John Wayne movies, tennis
in 90-degree weather, vegetarian
restaurants, Las Vegas for the weekend, revival services, jobs in Washington, marriage, the Appalachian
Trail from Georgia to Maine. They
are taking these trips through the
hostile atmosphere to boring planets
whether I believe they are or not.
What's more, there is even something, at least for the moment, authentic about their individual missions, if one may fall back on a sadlyabused word. They are not necessarily being seduced down a garden
path by the winds of fashion, if one
may mix a metaphor. I have known
even octogenarians to defend football and marriage, hard as that is to
believe.
Naturally, therefore, one conceals
one's incredulities. When in the
stadium I certainly did not sit fixed
to my seat, inwardly meditating,
when the skin of the pig hurtled
over the white metal bar hovering
above the plastic green sward. I
jumped up wildly. Likewise, I nod
in sage affirmation when told to con-

Dana, from my Window
A Buddhist nun told me,
"In order to see the stone in
my right palm, you must see
the non-stone in my empty hand,"
You have taught me.
I see you, soft little
non-child,
come to chase the autumn oranges.
Your white feet scarcely skim the grass.
You fill your lap, the Valencias placed
each to each.
Windrisen,
like so many balloons,
they carry you away.
You were first fruit,
lightly etched,
the dream we could not hold,
will not lose.
Pat James
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template the wonder of a LutheranEpiscopal joint Communion service.
And I am not organizing a movement asserting that one quarter
million dollars is enough yearly
income for any one household,
whether in a free marketplace or a
planned economy.
I find that I do have one question,
facing the inability of "Live and let
live" to bear the weight of incredulity. How are our respective and
irreconcilable incredulities going
to make it possible for us to endure
together when we get to heaven?
Will the glory of the Almighty somehow burn out of me, to a moral cinder, the feeling I have that people
who cherish TV soaps are somehow-well, seriously flawed (more
flawed, perhaps, than if they denied
the Real Presence)? Will those who
look up, incredulously, from their
card games and home gardening,
and perceive my abiding love of
certain writers and almost all writing, be able to accept me as a fellow
child of God, whose angel wings refuse to float toward pinochle and
zucchini?
Or, indeed, consider the wellknown photographer Ansel Adams,
who taught us to see Yosemite. How
will I get along with this admirable
man or he with me? "I don't react to
Shakespeare," said Adams in a recent interview; "to me, it's all rather
bombastic and very contrived. To be
honest, my reaction is, Why spend
so much time with such a dismal
bunch of people?"
There it is. Then~'s the question.
I assume that up in heaven we cannot go on as we are down here. We
barely put up with one another on
earth, opaque as we are, each one
helplessly full of incredulities, of
aversions which to the other person,
to the faces that he meets , are sacred
pursuits. I very much suspect that
in heaven we will know one another
as we really are. Our inner truths
will be exposed; on our spiritualized faces we will helplessly register
our horrors of one another. I can't
imagine how we will endure it.
From Dogwood, faithfully yours,

c.v.
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Prison as Parent

The Harrowing Tale of
A State-Raised Convict
John Steven Paul
In the Belly of the Beast, at Chicago's
Wisdom Bridge Theatre this fall, is
an adaptation of Jack Henry
Abbott's letters to Norman Mailer.
The letters were later published
with that title in a collection the New
York Tt"mes Book Rev£ew called "the
most fiercely visionary book of its
kind in the American repertoire ...
awesome, brilliant, perversely ingenuous." The beast from whose
belly Abbott wrote the letters is the
federal maximum security prison,
where he spent most of the years of
his life.
The Abbott-Mailer connection
drew sensational attention in late
1981 and early 1982. When Abbott
read that Mailer was writing Gary
Gilmore's story (Execut£oner's Song) ,
the inmate offered to open the author's eyes to the reality of life in
maximum security. Mailer accepted
the offer, and after reading the letters
proclaimed Abbott to be a literary
diamond-in-the-rough. Mailer enlisted some colleagues and lobbied
for Abbott's release on parole. Short-

John Steven Paul, who teaches in the
Department of Speech and Drama at
Valparaiso University, writes regularly
on Theatre for The Cresset.

The plot is a pageant
of animated letters.
ly after being given his freedom,
Abbott, who had previously slain a
fellow prisoner, murdered a waiter
in an all-night cafe, apparently
without provocation.
The adaptation, by Wisdom
Bridge director Robert Falls, opens
with Abbott on trial for the murder
of the waiter, Richard Adan. William L. Peterson, the actor who portrays Abbott, responds to questioning in a muffled, halting voice. It is a
measured voice, the voice of a reflective mind searching for each
word, testing each word for its appropriateness. The Abbott of In the
Belly of the Beast, the Abbott of his
own letters, is a writer. As a writer,
he selects and shapes his words as if
placing them on a page, amassing
the details that develop into the
vignettes that remain as the record
of a life. The Abbott in the courtroom, the Abbott of newspaper accounts, is a murderer.
The plot is a pageant of animated
letters, enacted on a nearly undecorated stage. As Abbott's story begins, a change of lighting melts the
courtroom milieu into darkness.
Born the son of a prostitute and
separated early from his mother,
Abbott's first recorded offense was
the "failure to adjust to foster
homes." Abbott offers a harrowing
description of life with venal foster
parents. He once watched as his sister was cruelly abused in ways that
even Abbott is embarrassed to detail. His attempts to protect his sister
landed him in a juvenile detention
center-at age nine. It was a threeyear journey from detention to reform school. He "graduated" or got
out at age eighteen. Six months later
a bad check rap sent him to adult
prison. He was already a seasoned
veteran of incarceration: a stateraised convict.
Abbott's accounts of his life in
prison- he spent more than twentyfive of his thirty-seven years on the
inside-are alternately horrifying,
fascinating, revolting, and compelThe Cresset

Abbott's test of "moral strength" came early in his prison career. He killed a
fellow prisoner without hesitation or regret, although not without deep feeling.
ling. Because he could not or would
not adjust to prison regimen and
protocol, Abbott spent most of his
time in solitary confinement of
several kinds. There was the blackout cell, so pitch dark that Abbott
saw light only when he closed his
eyes. There was the cell with the
single, naked bulb that burned incessantly. There was the cell with
sanitary facilities consisting only of
a drain in the middle of the room:
the nearer Abbott crawled to the
drain, the thicker became the fecal
material.
Solitary confinement was often
accompanied by a starvation diet, a
level of nutrition designed to induce
death. To supplement his low protein intake, Abbott learned to catch
cockroaches, mash them between the
folds of a piece of bread, and pop
them like a bitter but life-sustaining
pill. The Wisdom Bridge production so completely captures Abbott's
vision, and version, of the degradation, the terror, the baseness that is
the essence of the American corrections system, projects it with such
intensity, that one longs for the
chance to read the ads in rhe program just to escape the inhumanity
of it all.
If solitary confinement in "the
hole" was a profoundly stressful portion of Abbott's prison experience,
interaction with guards and other
prisoners was hardly less so. Everyone, guards and prisoners alike,
has access to lethal weapons. According to Abbott, a guard is likely to
kill you if he sees you lay your hands
on another prisoner. Should a prisoner kill a guard , other guards will
never allow him to leave the institution alive. The only way to maintain
any sense of dignity in a prison, says
A bbott, is to develop "moral
strength." What this means is that
other inmates must know that you
would not hesitate to kill them were
they to interfere in your business or
to violate any part of your person.
Prisoners without moral strength
January, 1984

live a life of fear and trembling; they
submit to any indignity in order to
survive.
Abbott's test of moral strength
came early in his prison career. He
killed a fellow prisoner without
hesitation or regret, though not
without deep feeling. "They," he
generalizes, almost always plead
just before the end. It is not so much
a plea for life, but that the killer "do
it right." At that moment, says
Abbott, you want to take him in your
arms and try to squeeze the life
back into him.
Inhabitants in the world of maximum security live by an ethic that is
perfectly congruent with the reality
of that world. The good people recognize moral strength in one another; moral strength reflects a determination to kill rather than be
harassed. In this upside-down setting, the extinction rather than the
preservation of human life is the
moral reference point. Killing is
the single most meaningful and resonant human action. Killing is accoutred with ritual. There is a "look"
about a killer and a killing; there
are recognizable gestures; there are
tell-tale signs; there is an unmistakable body of non-verbal communication.
After twenty-five years of life in
prison, with intermittent periods of
freedom totaling less than a year
and continuous periods of solitary
confinement totaling nearly twenty,
Abbott was paroled to a half-way
house in Manhattan. Here he lived
for awhile as a peculiar kind of celebrity, another moon in orbit
around the famous Norman Mailer.
Here he met women like V eronique
de St. Andre, who introduced him
to etiquette and the subtle differences in taste between this wine and
that. On the night he killed Richard
Adan, Abbott and Veronique had
been tasting cognacs. They had had
quite a few. They were joined by
another woman and decided to
breakfast at the Binibon cafe near

Abbott's residence. Adan, an actor
and a playwright, worked part time
at the cafe . That he and Abbott
rubbed each other the wrong way is
indisputable. But the truth of the
following incidents is Pirandellian
in its relativism.
When his chance comes to speak
in the courtroom, Abbott tells the
truth as he knows it. Adan embarrassed him in front of his women
friends. When, at length, Abbott
challenged Adan to step outside,
Adan motioned Abbott around the
corner. Then he carefully checked
to see that no one was coming down
the street. When the coast was clear,
he drew a weapon. He moved in
Abbott's direction and toward his
own death on the point of a paring
knife in Jack Henry Abbott's fist.
In the Belly of the Beast is a prison
play. The action spirals up from and
around two classic conflicts: the inmate against those who guard him
and the inmate against the prison
environment itself. Guards are
cruel, venal , vindictive, and brutal ;
the prison is cold, infested, dark,
and unsanitary. Conflicts as clearly
drawn as these are usually the stuff
of melodrama. Pitted against the
evil prison and its villainous guards ,
Jack Henry Abbott naturally
assumes the status of a melodramatic
hero in the tradition of Edmond
Dantes, the Count of Monte Cristo.
And, were the dramatic adaptation
to end with the inmate's emergence
into the freedom of Mailer's Manhattan, Abbott's story might have
remained in the realm of heroes and
villains. But by extending the action
through Abbott's murder of Richard
Adan and the subsequent trial, Robert Falls and his Wisdom Bridge
company have transcended the sensational and the melodramatic and
revealed the profoundly tragic
character of Abbott's experience.
In the Belly of the Beast is set in
prison, but the drama is really about
the process of human development.
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It is hard to know what to make of Jack Henry Abbott's story. Are we to respond
to everything he says as objective evidence concerning the prison system in America?
In his letters, Jack Henry Abbott
sought to enlighten his readers concerning conditions in a maximum
security prison: a descriptive enterprise. Drama, however, will not
stand still for description; it thrives
on process or progress. Beginnings,
middles, and ends are established
in drama, almost automatically. The
Wisdom Bridge Theatre selected
those of Abbott's letters which would
make up such a progress, those that
together were concerned with the
process of human development. Jack
Abbott has become acutely aware of
the formation of his unique and complex self. He has come to understand
the origins and the shaping of his
values and his morals as well as of
his habitual strategies for coping
with the ch allenges, major and minor, of daily existence. That forming and shaping took place over
time, a time that in normal human
growth and development is called
adolescence.
In the Belly of the Beast is a drama
of adolescence. From what Jack
Abbott tells us, the process of coming of age in prison is not different
in kind from coming of age in any
other community. There are elders
who serve as teachers: guards and
fellow inmates. Though one might
expect these elders to disagree about
the particulars of life in the community, they are fundamentally in
agreement on how to get along and
even be successful. There is a value
system, and from it is derived a code
of right and wrong. There are established rules of etiquette and protocol. There are levels of status and
seniority in the community. There
is a language of gesture and expression. Learning to speak the language
is a necessary part of growing into
the community. The choice of agesture or an expression is governed
by the situation and the desired
objective.
The prison is as unique and complex as any community might be
expected to be. Learning to live
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there comes only through instruction. A minimum of this instruction
comes in the form of abstract discussion; the adolescents in the community learn primarily by observing the elders, and of course by trial
and error. Error has its consequences: beatings, humiliation, solitary confinement, starvation, rape.
Some of the young are unable to
conform themselves to the community standard. Since rebellion or departure from the community are
not viable options, these young must
be killed or neutralized in some
other way.
A product of this process of initiation is what Jack Abbott calls a "stateraised convict." The prison has
served as a parent, a very important
agent in the formation of an individual self. The process has its problems, however. It is, for one, a highly pressurized process, more compression than formation: Life in a
penitentiary is like life in a vise.
Noise, odor, crowding, regimen,
violence, hatred, indignity, each
turn of the screw adds another measure of pressure.
We view the phase of adolescence
in a free society as one in which the
self is shaped by experience and
equipped for productive action in
the community; in prison, adolescence is rather like the cranking or
powering of an engine in a vehicle
confined in a concrete garage. The
longer the period of adolescence, the
more pent-up power in the engine.
The kinetic energy in a self formed
under this kind of pressure is terrible to contemplate.
In the life of a "state-raised" convict as in that of other adolescents,
there comes a time to move from
one set of physical or social circumstances to another. In the free society, a new circumstance may be a
different town, or a college. Such
transfers are not without problems
and pain, but the old circumstances
and the new are at least generally
congruent, and parents, who have

probably experienced such a transfer themselves, have designed the
training of their adolescents in anticipation of such a change.When the
state-raised convict must move from
supervised confinement to freedom,
the discontinuity of the two circumstances creates adjustment problems
akin to those of someone transfering
from Earth to Mars.
In the course of the testimony at
his trial for the murder of Richard
Adan, Jack Abbott has begun to
fathom the depth of this discontinuity. The reality of his confrontation
with the waiter reveals itself to him.
What Abbott took for threats and
challenges was Adan's own exaggerated style of gesticulation. The
waiter tried to explain the way things
worked around the Binibon. For
one thing, the cafe had no restrooms.
Patrons customarily used the alley
for relief. When Abbott asked him
to step outside, Adan thought he
was being asked for directions to the
toilet. He accompanied Abbott to
the alley to show him the facility,
and even took the trouble to look up
and down the street so that Abbott
wouldn't be interrupted. In a genuinely tragic recognition scene,
Abbott's eyes are opened to his own
culpability. Further, the wrenching
realization that in this world one
man is capable of caring enough to
protect another's privacy-a motive
rare if not non-existent in prisonreduces Abbott to tears. These are
not the tears of a victim of the prison
system, but of a man whose moral
strength was so hard won and deeply
seated that he was unable to act
other than in accordance with it. In
this production, Abbott is a tragic
figure: deeply flawed and genuinely
magnificent in his misery.
It is hard to know what to make of
Jack Henry Abbott's story. Are we
to respond to everything he says as
objective evidence of fact about the
prison system in America? If so, then
such a system is a virulent cancer on
our free society, devouring our vital
The Cresset

Abbott presents his audience with a vision of a maximum security network as
monolithic as the Gulag Archipelago and as monstrous as the Nazi death camps.
institutions. Abbott presents a vision
of a maximum security network as
monolithic as the Gulag Archipelago
and as monstrous as the Nazi death
camps.
Yet there are several layers of
subjectivity between an audience
and the objective truth of Abbott's
statements. Abbott spent his most
impressionable years- his adolescence-in prison. He recalls those
years as a writer vigorously scouring the floor of his subjective self.
He writes as a man seeking to develop his own authorial voice, not
as a reporter or a journalist with an
overriding commitment to objectivity. His chosen genre is the personal letter, a highly subjective
mode of expression. What we must
conclude is that Abbott is reporting
from various levels of consciousness
at various times. While life in solitary confinement, of which by his
own reckoning he had twenty years,
forced him into the deepest recesses
of self, there must have been many
other times when Abbott was thinking and operating very near the
surface of objective reality.
The Wisdom Bridge company
was faced with the old problem of
making the intensely subjective intelligibly objective. That problem
was complicated by what seem to be
Abbott's shifts on the ladder of consciousness. Robert Falls manages
these problems by radically changing theatrical styles as the content
of Abbott's letters demand . All characters except Abbott are portrayed
by two male actors. The two men
make realistic prison guards and
attorneys, but make no naturalistic
attempt to impersonate other characters, such as Abbott's lady friends.
In that these actors are alienated
from their roles, they force our
attention back to the rivetingly
naturalistic performance of William
L. Peterson.
In the non-realistic presentation
of the courtroom scene, the exaggerated glare of floodlights and the
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artificially amplified voices of the
prosecuting and defense attorneys
force Abbott into his own thoughts
as he tries to make sense of the conflicting versions of Adan's murder.
On the other hand, Abbott's first
appearance in prison is a naturalistic
scene complete with blood stains
and realistic beatings. When a guard
bursts into Abbott's solitary cell and
callously announces his mother's
death, Peterson very realistically
beats himself into unconsciousness
by banging his head against a locker.
While describing the knife execution of his fellow prisoner, Peterson
mutilates a mattress, stabbing it,
ripping it, its resistance sickeningly
reminiscent of flesh. Alone in the
cell with the single naked bulb,
Abbott questions the very reality of
his existence. He wonders whether
he is a corporeal being, or perhaps
he is the devil. Soon this Dumasian

darkness is dispelled by the bright
light of Brechtian reason as a banner
with a legend is pulled across the
stage with such phrases as "moral
strength." If at first this stylistic
shifting is disconcerting, it is finally
satisfying in that it projects the
complex texture of Jack Henry
Abbott's communiques.
The single lingering impression
that I have at this reflective distance
from the production is William L.
Peterson's superbly dangerous,
unpredictable, and volatile portrayal of Jack Henry Abbott, a man
formed, shaped, and compressed by
the super-pressurized experience in
an American prison. The potential
for violence to my person, as I sat
in the theatre, seemed real and
totally comprehensible. Violence
on urban streets populated in part
by people who had prisons for parents is inescapable.
Cl

Early History
Mother was a pair of thousand-eyed
hands,
sweeping dirt,
closing doors,
buttoning dresses to the chin
Father was a bolted cloud;
his storms snagged us from mountain tops,
shook the house;
his ice locked us in our room for hours.
One sister's feet grew roots.
Not even her collection of unicorns
would free her.
The other
had a yen for golden apples.
I was the female Atlas,
learning to carry the world.
In the sunlight of my crib,
before the w~,
I smiled at my father,
held out my arms for my fate.
Pat James
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Books II

As a daily commentary on the state of the nation,
Bloom County invites comparison with Doonesbury.

A Nuke
In the Valley

Review Essay
Jeff Smith

Bloom County:
Loose Tails
By Berke Breathed. Boston : Li ttl e,
Brown. 148 pp. $5.95.

In 1950, with the number of the
nation's toddlers shooting above ten
million in the postwar boom, Charles
Schulz first gave us Peanuts. In the
late Sixties,· with America's campuses as scenes and subjects of great
political debates, Garry Trudeau
emerged from Yale to publish
Doonesbury. Perhaps by the same
historical logic, the unsettling political events of 1980-81 have given us
another topical comic strip that
looks to be of enduring value: Berke
Breathed's Bloom County, of which
Loose Tails is the first book-length
collection.
As a daily commentary on the
state of the nation, Bloom County
naturally invites comparison with
Doonesbury, the preeminent political/satirical strip of the preceding
decade. But this comparison also

Jeff Smith's article, "Taking Movies
Seriously," appeared in The Cresset
last October.
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points up the shifts that have occurred in our political concerns in
the Eighties. Doonesbury focused on
political and social elites and their
haunts: the East Coast, Yale, the
White House, ABC. This made it the
perfect vehicle for satire with the
onset of Watergate, a drama played
out mainly in Capitol hearing rooms
and on TV.
Of course there is still tremendous
material for parody in these locales,
and Trudeau will have his hands
full as soon as he ends Doonesbury's
current hiatus. But with book-burnings, creation trials, and the nuclearfreeze movement, the locus of many
political struggles has moved out
into the hinterlands. Middle America is Breathed's home base (he hails
from the University of Texas) and
is also the setting of Loose Tailsaside from a few offbeat visits with
Santa Claus, Charles and Di, and
the Falkland penguins.
In taking on the Moral Majority,
gun nuts, and other downhome reactionaries, Bloom County sometimes
seems to set itself too easy a target.
The inebrious Senator Bedfellow is
rather easily cut apart by Breathed's
precocious ten-year-old heroes,
Milo Bloom and his friend Binkley;
the poor Senator cannot even hold
his own in the fourth-grade classroom presided over by Milo's and
Binkley's feminist teacher, Bobbi
Harlow.
Perennial frat man Steve Dallas,
though a more whole character than
the Senator, fares little better: as a
suitor to Bobbi he can scarcely compete with the laid-back, charismatic
Vietnam vet Cutter John, who sportingly allows the fun-loving creatures
of Milo's Meadow to play "Star
Trek" aboard his wheelchair. The
Rev. Otis Oracle, "Grand Duke" of
Bloom County's Moral Majority
chapter, is too open a lecher to be
much of a scourge to the County's
left wing. And ultimately all are
kept corralled by the pacific omnipresence of Opus, Binkley's pet pen-

guin-a character so fully realized
that at times he threatens to overwhelm the strip in the same way that
Snoopy tends to dominate Peanuts.
Still, Bloom County already demands to be ranked not only with
the comics-page classics, but with
the best satire being done today in
any medium. Breathed's insights
often cut through to the inner contradictions of the attitudes he studies.
In one strip, Otis Oracle commands
patrons of his "Roast a Book for Decency" campaign to "Keep it orderly ... I will NOT have an uncivilized book-burning here!" while a
sign directs contributors to the appropriate piles for "classics" and
"poetry." In another, a menacing
grocery checkout woman accuses a
helpless old customer of breaking
up a box of butter cubes. "It's a new
era!" she bellows. "No more free
rides! Bye-bye bleeding he·arts! This
country is on its way back to a little
LAW and ORDER!" As a blackhooded executioner drags the customer away, Milo's right-wing
guardian, the Major, chuckles that
he's "gonna like this decade." But
the Major is "next in line" in more
ways than one: "Hey, you squeezed
that Charmin, didn't ya?" screams
the checker. Repression can no
more be selective, finally, than bookburnings can be "civilized."
Surreal occurrences like this one
are common in Bloom County, and
they go far toward defining this
microcosmic world. When Mick
Jagger comes to play at Milo's school
dance and appears on the TV
"Morning Farm Report," the point
seems to be to make fun of the vast
distance between Bloom County
and the type of elite culture depicted
in Doonesbury.
But other Breathed inventions
stress the interdependence of these
worlds. In fact, if Doonesbury's precincts are American Society with a
capital "S" while Peanuts' locale (as
scholar Arthur Asa Berger has
noted) is that of timeless pastoral
The Cresset

The wise children and animals who constitute Bloom County's party of the sane
do not necessarily command a clear majority even in their own hermetic world.
wholly outside society, Bloom
County lies somewhere betweenan archetypal America which, if culturally distant from New York and
Washington, is nonetheless very
much in the grip of real-life events
in those capitals, and not ready to
relinquish a claim to affecting those
events in turn . In large measure, the
strip suggests, our national politics
today is what has been happening
in the Bloom Counties of this country. It is out in the County's fields
that the Major and his ilk have hunted the "Vanishing Liberals" -longish-haired, mustached beasts that
respond to the cry "No Nukes!" and
answer the Major's gunshots by
whimpering for socialized medicine
-to near extinction.
The "Vanishing Liberal," like the
grocery-store sequence, also points
to the strip's subtext of fear and
anger at what "this decade" is shaping up to mean. Ten years ago
Doonesbury made the point about
vanishing liberals; in Trudeau's
strip, campus activist Mark Slackmeyer became a curio for gawking
tourists while manning an "Impeach
Nixon" table. ("A living reminder
of our past .. . they oughtta put him
in the Smithsonian or something.")
Breathed presents liberals not as
historical relics but as prey, the targets not of shutterbugs but of shotguns. And there are not even token
Slackmeyers left on Bloom County's
campuses. When Milo and Binkley
visit one college to recruit participants for an antinuclear rally (Milo
has read in a dated issue of LIFE
that campuses are "hotbeds of liberalism"), they find only frat men
who take them for "midget commies
-let's skin 'em" and sorority sisters
who value man's survival on earth
less than a Sunday mixer with "husbands on the hoof."
As such encounters suggest, the
wise children and animals who constitute Bloom County's party of the
sane do not, like either Schulz's or
Trudeau's main characters, necesJanuary, 1984

sarily command a clear majority
even in their own world. And much
less can we expect them to command
one in ours, since we know that
once we set aside the funnies we will
not find the likes of a Milo, Binkley,
or Opus at hand to save us. Hence,
perhaps, the anxiety, the importance
of nighttime and dreams, in the
County's life.
Here, too, the strip takes a middle
ground between Doonesbury's wisecracking equanimity and the angst,
compulsive fantasies, and ruminations on the meaning of life that preoccupy the Peanuts. Milo cavorts
nocturnally with fairies, sprites, and
elfin Ted Kennedys and Tip
O'Neills; a sleepwalking Opus
dreams of being UN secretary-general; and Binkley, with his bedroom
closet literally full of anxieties, is
more likely to afflict his groggy and
long-suffering dad than to ponder
in silence the screaming questions
posed by the tabloids ("Could Erik
Estrada be the next 'head hunk'?").
Though comical, psychic disturbance is abroad in the County. The
ultimate problem is not solely the
social dislocations of the day nor
the classic phobias for which one
might seek 5~ psychiatric help, but
rather a synthesis-a conjunction
of psychology and politics, of the
internal and the external, that can
only be called (American) culture.
Breathed sees today's politics as
essentially cultural struggles, collisions of fundamental outlooks in
an environment saturated with
"news" borne in from a larger world
known only through the media.
Hence, Bloom County is a disturbingly real place, especially by comparison with Dogpatch or Okefenokee Swamp, those other great comics-page satirical visions of the back
country. There's not only a church
but a nuclear plant in the valley,
and the shriveled old folks who enlist in Otis Oracle's crusades are the
people one might meet any day in
the County's streets or fields, or any-

where else in America.
The world Breathed mocks is one
that buys Garft"eld products and that
has made that other Midwest-produced comic strip's warm, fuzzy ,
and deeply cynical hero an Eighties
phenomenon in his own right- the
unconscious and uncritical expression of the times, as Bloom County
bids to be a reflective and critical
one. Given Garfi:eld, perhaps the
best that one can say of these times
is that Bloom County is also building
a following, even if no one is buying
Milo's "Bill the Cat" tote-bags. For
that matter, at a recent nuclearfreeze town meeting, some Bloom
Countians favored a proposal to fill
in MX missile silos with Widow
Pickleby's special, zesty banana
pudding.

C:

Tin Man
I am out of joint.
My lying has been alone
and in the cold,
without shelter to stop
the rain
that sears my frame
to rust.
If only I could wither
to the dust
in which I lie,
yet neither ground
nor sky
will claim me.
Not man,
as the tinsmith fancied,
nor beast,
who having fed
feeds earth,
I dream a distant pounding
of the heart,
a rising
to the horizon
down a long and yellow road.

Ruth El Saffar
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However fine the performances and some of the
scenes, this is a film we must learn to distrust.

The Big Chill:

Cold Comfort
Richard Maxwell
Lawrence Kasdan's The Big Chill,
a film about a reunion among old
college friends after the death of a
classmate, has gotten a lot of attention recently. According to Gene
Siskel in his recent interview with
Kasdan, the movie affirms that
"friends can heal and support and
remind one of what one really wants
out of life" (Chicago Tribune, 23 October 1983). The friends in question
are from the class of 1969 at the University of Michigan, but Siskel and
Kasdan agree that neither the date
nor the place really matter. Kasdan
says that he "just used my experiences at Ann Arbor in the sixties. . . . You have to get very specific to have any hope of being universal."
The Big Chill is therefore a film
about certain universal experiences
-growing up, making compromises,
seeking renewal . .. the list is familiar. We are not to judge the film by
its faithfulness to an historical period. It is merely a fact of Kasdan's
own biography that he happens to
be writing about people who met in
the Sixties and meet again in the

Richard Maxwell teaches English at
Valparatso University and writes regularly on Film for The Cresset.
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Eighties.
Even those who haven't seen The
Big Chill may find these disavowals
somewhat disingenuous. I remember a high school teacher affirming
that Shakespeare was "universal."
Lines like this must have made
thousands-or millions-of students doubt their mental capacities.
If Shakespeare is universal, then
why is there so much trouble in understanding his diction, his grammar, his allusions-let alone his cultural presuppositions? Universality
is a peculiar standard by which to
judge works of art from any period,
Shakespeare's or ours.
Stranger yet is Kasdan's assertion
that the specific contains the universal. This sounds like leftover
Coleridgean hocus-pocus, a shifting
compromise in which the Platonist
pretends he's an Aristotelian. The
universal exists on its own but must
be perceived through accumulated
details. Out of some such accumulation a work of art mystically appears.
Supposedly.
Why quarrel with a movie director's casual cliche? In this case the
cliche makes a difference. Kasdan's
mixup about history and its relation
to art pervades The Big Chill. However fine the performances and certain individual scenes-however
clever the technical accomplishment-this is a film we must learn
to mistrust, especially when it comes
to "universality."
At the beginning of The Big Chill,
everybody's old friend Alex has just
committed suicide. A campus radical who refused a scientific fellowship only to drift through life, Alex
didn't even leave a note explaining
his death. In the opening scenes, his
college cronies assemble for his
funeral.
Despite Kasdan's pointed assemblage of bits and pieces-little selfrevelations on the part of the major
characters-a problem immediately
arises. Alex is and will remain a
cipher: not a mystery so much as a

blank. It is easy enough to believe
that William Hurt, Kevin Kline,
Mary Kay Place, Tom Berenger,
and the others were friends at a big
state university circa 1969. It is difficult to see how the group could have
centered on Alex. Kasdan and his
reviewers agree that these people
had (and have) only vague political
or intellectual commitments. Someone like Alex would not have been
spending his time with them, nor
they with him. The movie is thus
sustained by a false premise. Alex
can be understood only as the thinnest kind of allegory-he is the
spirit of a time (something like Dickens' Ghost of Christmas Past, though
considerably less lively). Despite the
girlfriend and the memories he has
left behind, he cannot be understood as a real person.
Let us allow Kasdan the premise
of Alex's friendship with The Big
Chill's protagonists. Dubious in itself, this idea could still provide the
starting-point of a good film. What
we have is a collection of people who
were in the Sixties but not of it.
Once (perhaps) they struck fashionable leftwing poses; at the least they
associated with a Sixties type. Nonetheless they remain dissociated
from the period when they grew up.
They are at ease neither with their
past nor present selves. The situation could be presented in the form
of a comedy about rootlessness,
spirits trying to exist without any
considered connection to a whole.
Several traces of such a film can
be found in The Big Cht"ll. Kasdan's
characters are confused about many
things. There are times when their
disorientation seems to be observed
rather exactly. After a dinner party,
while washing dishes, these thirtyyear-aids do disco-style dances (vintage 1979) to the music of The Band
("The Weight," mid-1968). "The
Weight" is a grim, wonderful song:
'"Hey mister can you tell me/Where
a man might find a bed?' He just
grinned and shook his head/ And
The Cresset

The film is divested of irony, self-awareness, regret and all the other qualities
that might have made The Big Chill more than a sequence of exploitative skits.
'no' was all he said." The song tells
us that these characters are stranded.
The mood of the dance is ludicrously at odds with it. Can these people
hear "The Weight"? Did they ever
grasp its point?

Is Kasdan too like his
characters to understand
how silly they are?
The same sort of laughable-and
genuinely comic-vagueness attends a running discussion on selling out, necessary or not-so-necessary compromise with worldly reality. One character sold out in that
he founded and profited from a shoe
company. He made a fortune from
the jogging fad of the Seventies. Another character sold out in that she
tired of being a public defender and
so switched to corporation law.
I have no particular affection for
shoe magnates or corporation lawyers as such, but I cannot believe
that their vocations are intrinsically
evil. Kasdan seems to emphasize
that his people had only the silliest
and most superficial ideals. Their
agonizing over changes of mind and
vocation can only be seen as ridiculous, misunderstandings of what in
some other instance might have been
a genuine ethical dilemma. Not for
these people, however: you can only
betray those commitments you had.
We can be amused by these characters. Their self-dramatizations,
garbled memories, and so forth are
wonderful material for a comic film .
Yet something nags. In talking to
Siskel, Kasdan dwells on how aware
his characters are, how each is eminently capable of an ironic perspective on himself. The film treats this
capacity for irony less positively.
The most articulate character in
Kasdan's film is a reporter for People magazine played by Jeff Goldblum. Goldblum gets the best lines
throughout The Big Chill-at least
he makes them seem the best. His
comments and retorts are consistent-
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ly witty; the result is that his friends
put him down for cold-hearted intellectuality. Ultimately the movie
(and therefore Kasdan) joins in this
judgment. During the last fifteen
minutes of The Big Chill, Kasdan
crosscuts among three love trists,
one lusty, one cute, one Platonic.
Only the Goldblum character is left
over and left out. Physical love-the
great panacea-is withheld from the
thinker. He says the next morning
that he can smell sex all around him.
He is right. By virtue of his awareness, he cannot participate. The
ironist is punished for his irony.
If Goldblum is left out in the cold
(or chill), then the others do find
various methods of warming themselves. A bored housewife is ravished
by a TV star. Alex's girlfriend pairs
up with an emasculated Vietnamese
veteran (Hemingway, read and
weep). The corporation lawyer
searches for a friend who will impregnate her, thus allowing her the
fulfillment of becoming a mother.
She cannot find a willing and able
volunteer until the unfaithful wife
of the shoe magnate volunteers him
for the job.
This culminating rendezvous has
possibilities. It could sum up the
foolishness and pathos of these peo-

ple, as well as their epic efforts to
elevate friendship into a kind of
self-contained value system. None
of these possibilities are realized.
The great impregnation is presented
so cutely, so warmly, so joy-of-sexly,
that any remotely sensitive viewer
will sink down in his seat and commune with the candy wrappers.
I have a dark suspicion. Like his
characters, Kasdan attended the
University of Michigan. Like them,
he is in his mid-thirties. Can it be
that he is too much like them to understand their silliness? It would
require a genuine lack of perspective
to•assume that these people are "universal" in any but the most trivial
sense. Caught among rapidly shifting fashions- "lifestyles," in the
irresistible freshman word- they act
out their confusions for -one another
with the unbelievable abstraction
Alex haunting them.
Maybe there's a movie here, but
it's not this one. Kasdan has given
us his personal version of the past: a
specific story understood as though
it were universal and thereby divested of irony, self-awareness, regret, and all the other qualities
which might have made The Big
Chill more than a sequence of exploitative skits.
Cl
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Books III

Tapsell's Histories
Of Beasts
Edited by Malcolm South. Chicago:
Nelson-Hall. 185 pp. $18.95.

"What?" I cried, to myself but
loud enough for the man down the
hall to inquire whether assistance
were needed, "How could anyone
write the 'Histories of Beasts' and
leave out the giraffe?"
Who was to blame for this grave
oversight, I wondered as I rechecked the table of contents- Edward Topsell, whose first "History"
appeared in 1607 and eventually
ran to five volumes, or Malcolm
South, who recently edited them
down to the 185-pager I held in my
hands?
Ah well, I sighed, not everyone
loves the spindly-necked ones as
some of us do. Not everyone has
since childhood spent zoo days gazing upward in awe for hours at a
time at one particular creature, or
displays small figurines of their
funny/gorgeous shape in the household spot of honor, or opens the
mail with a giraffe-topped letterknife, or treasures plaques and puzzles and posters picturing those distinctive horny heads and knobby
knees.
Stifle that disappointment, I told
myself sternly; the assignment was
to read and report on this book: cast
personal predilections aside and
do the job as best you can.
With most books the reviewer
feels some compulsion to begin at
the beginning and more or less read
through to the end, but South/Top30

Tapsell was an English cleric, intent on glorifying
God by displaying the magnificence of His handiwork.
sell invite hop-scotching. I did read
the Introduction first, learning that
the seventeenth-century writer
knowingly included fable along with
fact in his discussion of each beast's
"character," and that the twentiethcentury editor tried as much as possible to preserve the tone of the original work while modernizing some
spelling and grammar.
Further, I read that Topsell drew
moral lessons from the animal kingdom . He hoped, for example, that
"knowing the natural industriousness of the bee will discourage the
vice of idleness," and that gluttons
would change their ways when
learning of the guion, who stuffed
its belly and then drew itself between two closely-spaced trees to
empty itself forcibly.
Topsell was an English cleric, intent on glorifying God by displaying the magnificence of His handiwork. He was also a naturalist at the
dawn of the scientific revolution,
convinced that "science is divine
and ought to be inquired and sought
after." To further elucidate his readers, most of whom could never imagine travelling to far-off lands to
behold such wonders, Topsell included woodcut illustrations, many

of which are reproduced in this
edition.
The twenty-two beasts discussed
are listed alphabetically from Ape
to Wolf, but modern readers are
likely to be unfamiliar with many
names, such as the Lamia, the Mantichora, and the Cockatrice.
The first is an animal with a woman's face and breasts, which are so
comely that man is enticed to come
near enough to be devoured. While
discounting some of the mythical
tales of the Lamia, T opsell believed
it must indeed exist because of a reference in Isaiah 34 to the "Iilith,"
translated by the ancients as "lamia."
He thought that a Lamia does not
use witchcraft, as supposed by the
Greeks, but that this native creature
of Libya poisons its victims as well
as biting them. It also devoured its
own young.
The Mantichora is described as a
type of hyena, but with the body
and feet of a lion, a tail of sharp and
pointed quills, the face of a man,
and three rows of teeth in each jaw.
(The picture of this "thing" is a delight!) Apparently indigenous to
India, the Mantichora uses its tail
quills to overcome hunters, who
then satisfy its appetite for the flesh
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of man.
The king of the serpents is labelled the Cockatrice: this being is regal not because of its size, but "because of his stately pace and magnanimous mind, for he does not
creep on the earth like other serpents but goes half upright." Not
only is its poison very deadly, but
also it has a comb or coronet upon its
head since it supposedly originated
from the egg of an old cock. (You
read that right.) The poison of the
Cockatrice is so powerful, and so
hot, that it infects the air, burns the
grass on which the creature creeps,
and contaminates all objects that
come near. Only the weasel and the
cock can overcome such a menace;
they arm themselves against the
poisonous air by eating "rue" first.

The cockatrice has a comb
or coronet upon its head
since it supposedly
originated from the egg
of an old cock. (You
read that right.)
Many sections of the book, such
as those concerning the Crocodile
and the Lion, are quite entertaining. Did you know, for example,
that the Lion is "indued with a natural modesty, declining the sight of
women's privy parts"? Dog-lovers
may well enjoy Tapsell's stories of
this creature's strength and bravery,
but Cat-fanciers could be offended:
it is described as useful for catching
mice and other vermin, but on the
whole it is thought to be devious and
dangerous, playing with people only
to serve its own purposes.
At the end of a pleasant hour I
was about to lay aside the volume
when I glanced again at the Table
of Contents. Among the familiar
and the strange there was one intriguing name which I had previously skipped over. Turning to this
description, I gasped in delight:
the Camelopardal is the giraffe!
What a great writer that Topsell;
what a good editor that South; what
a nice book this Histories of Beasts!
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Papa (1891 - 1976)

Summer followed spring that year
abruptly, cantankerous, a plague sent
simmering into the valley, prophesying
brown, summoning our pond in turn
with giant oaks and orchards from cool-giving
to rebellion. No healing rains nor wind
but searing to diffuse the anarchy. Yet, wind
or not, he came to us undone that year.
Soup-stained, ancient, strange to giving
ways, he came dispersing needs as if sent
to aggravate discomfort, to turn
our sweaty somnolence to prophesying
death, or fear of it. Hushed prophesying
when he napped or listened at the door for wind
or hummed in part Beethoven's Ninth as if to turn
that hour, that day, at last another year
into a celebration. Why had he been sent
we asked, useless, stubborn, watchful, giving
nothing in return for feeding-bathing, giving
only thanks to song and tattered tomes, prophesying
wilderness from his small room, until he sent
for help his last September, oh! when wind
danced scarlet on the pond and oaks were bronzed. His year
of plotting our reward was done, and oh! the turn
miraculous was made! Our full-face turn
towards that frail, grinning gift whose giving
started from the desk he'd crumpled on. A year
condensed in that sweet hour fell behind all prophesying
dust to hearing first his "Vater unser ... " as wind
beyond the hills joined singing in, then sent
" ... in Ewigkeit. Amen", a thunder sound sent
to staunch our whimpering. Then one more turn
of that gray face. A last request while wind
pulled silver rain into the valley, giving
life a cleansing, gladly prophesying
triumph! Ah! An age ago, or just last year
his bravest bidding sent us "Freude! Freude!", giving
blessings on this house? His turn at last to be the prophesying
one as sunset caught the wind recalling him, and us, last year.

Lois Reiner

Dot Nuechterlein
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The Last
Word
Things Nobody
Tells Mothers
Dot Nuechterlein
It begins before your first baby is
born-nobody tells you how much
trouble you will probably have trying to shave your legs as the due
date draws near. Nobody warns you
about the thud you may experience
changing from " That Girl" to
"Somebody's Mother." Nobody suggests that infants survive quite well
even when they don't get a daily
bath.
As a fairly typical educated middle-class female I reacted to the onset of pregnancy the way many women like me do: I read everything I
could lay my hands on. This continued throughout my children's
early years. I wanted to know what
to expect and how others had dealt
with various developmental stages.
In retrospect, however, I see great
gaps in both the popular and the
scholarly reports on parenting; so
these paragraphs are meant to share
a few things I have learned not
through books and discussions, but
by living with kids.
For example, no one ever tells
you that whatever type of child you
feel best prepared to deal with,
you will most likely get the opposite.
This problem was drawn to my attention by a friend who said she had
always assumed that any daughter
of hers would be somewhat shy and
withdrawn and unsure of herselfsomeone she could help overcome
such difficulties because she had
lived through them herself. Instead
her girl turned out to be outgoing,
confident, rather headstrong- just
the sort of personality I imagined
I was equipped to handle. Guess
who was blessed with the hide-behind-mommy's-skirts variety! Apparently mothers should expect to
be continually caught off-guard,
but nobody tells you that.
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Did you know that having several
children under age four can give
one practice being a tour guide?
This is because whenever there is
somewhere you absolutely have to
be by a certain time (doctor's appointment, afternoon social engagement, maybe church), especially
during the winter in northern s;limes,
you get everyone ready to go plenty
early just in case you hit one of
those periods when everything goes
wrong and you're going to be late if
you haven't allowed an extra halfhour. More often than not things
work out fine, so instead of hanging
around you get in the car and go.
The smaller fry don't usually notice
when you go around the same six
blocks fourteen times- particular! y
if you keep up a constant chatter,
pointing out the sights- until it's
near enough to zero hour to park
and unload. Nobody explains that
moms 'and little kids are always
either quite late or very early.
Having children grow up increases your facility in algebra. That
happens when you get to the point
when you have to fill in a blank with
how old you are, but you can't remember for sure. So you think to
yourself: "When the Child was born
I was x years old; Child is now age
y; therefore x + y = voila, I must
be z years old now." (P.S. If this
hasn't yet happened to you, you are
still a youngster yourself.)
Then there are lollipops. Don't
tell my dentist I said this, but dental
hygiene and nutrition aside, lollipops can be true "lifesavers" for
mothers. Depending on her/his age,
a sucker can be a great shutter-upper
when the kid is cranky from waiting
half an hour past the patience point
while Mom finishes shopping or:
errands. We won't mention their
role as occasional bribes, but lollies
are also a good tool to use in teaching sharing: they take so long to eat
that when children have an extra,
they seldom seem reluctant to give

it away.
It is on airplanes, though, that
they are most valuable. Changes in
air pressure can make adult ears
uncomfortable, but the distress for
tots can be intense. For little ones
past pacifiers, but too young to understand that swallowing will help,
sucking a lollipop can be just what
the doctor ordered.
People do tell you that you will
enjoy your children, but they rarely
get specific. Like, for instance, I
didn't know how much fun it would
be to sit around the table after dinner with pre-teens and high schoolers talking about what's going on in
their worlds, cracking jokes, and
just being a family together. What a
nice surprise that has been.
Nobody warns you about the dangers of teaching your children to
think for themselves. No, I don't
mean that they will not, then , accept
you as an authority on anything and
will give you a lot of lip on nearly
any topic that arises. I mean that
they will then not accept any one as
an authority and will question and
challenge and be downright rude
to all of their elders and betters.
Especially teachers. Now teachers
supposedly like to teach bright,
creative students- but the suspicion
arises that mostly they seem to prefer bright, creative, quiet ones. Those
who try to figure things out and
want to know "why?" all the time are
often labelled as troublemakers , or
at least as disrespectful. And you,
my dear, will be thought of as a poor
excuse for a parent for having failed
to socialize your offspring into common, everyday expectations of obedience and civility.
The main thing nobody tells
mothers is how often over the years
you will get choked up or teary-eyed
as you watch your children grow
and experience and fail and achieve
and become- because you're proud,
or anxious, or touched, or grateful.
Or just because you love them. Cl
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